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"Tacke, flJi, d' etre vaillante et bonne ce so1it les grandes qualites
des femmes.''

"Dear children, take your flowers and fling them at His feet;
He is the Lord of flowers, of all things fair and sweet.
Oh ! let you r flo wers be emblems of holy thoughts and prayers
That from you r hearts are sp rin g ing-for hearts a lone He cares.
More sweet than sweetest incense thoughts of love that glow,
The thrill of fait h tha t mingles with every fl ower you throw. " -M .R.
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INTRODUCTION.
---o---

Y DEAREST CHILDREN,-Has it ever struck you how thoughtless and
selfish some good natured people are at times? You may imagine
people cannot be selfish and good natured at once , yet this is quite possible ;
sometimes from want of thought, and sometimes because they indulge a
certain kind of selfishness in their kindness. . The pleasure of doing good and
being kind is so great to a naturally kind hearted person, that it is a real
luxury, and is often indulged in for its own sake, and for the comfortable
feeling to which it gives rise. It is such a cheap luxury too, so easily
procured-a kind word, a smile, the giving of something to the poor, the sick;
a something WE du NOT WANT, but which is appreciated far above its value by
the recipients, and which WE sometimes esteem at THEIR valuation. Of
course, this satisfaction may be, and often is, the present or temporal reward
for our act of kindness. Does not our Divine Lord say a cup of cold water
given in His name shall not be without its reward. If given in His name or
or from a spiritual motive of CHARITY, the reward is eternal as well as
temporal ; for charity is as much above kindness or mere good nature as
Heaven is above earth. Kindness gives, and enjoys the giving; charity
gives even when personal inconvenience or privation accompanies the giving.
Charity .to our fellow creatures is our love of God made visible; springing
from a high and holy source-God Himself; it is capable of ascending to
Him again, and bringing down untold blessings on the charitable heart, just
as a fountain of pure water, springing up to its source, returns in crystal
showers to the thirsty earth, clothing it with verdure and beauty. My
children, I want you to be kind, to be thoughtful, to be unselfish, above all
to be charitable for God 's dear sake, to give to Him Who has given so much
to you. It is a trite saying, that "one half the world does not know how
the other half lives." And we may say, they do not know because they do
not care to know or think about it. Shall I leave off moralising and tell you
a little story ? I know, in the old days, you loved a story in the midst of
some serious instruction, particularly if it began with "I saw, and can vouch
for the truth of it." If you like to get a story in my letter tell me so through
the medium of Eucalyptus Blossoms, and you shall have many a little episode
of the Past-an old world tale. Here is my story of Nano (Annie is often
translated into Nano in the South of Ireland). Well, many years ago, far
back in the ' fifties,' and just bef~re I went to Loretto to begin my noviceship, I was for some months at a small provincial town in the South of
Ireland-"in deep vallied Desmond.': It was winter, or early spring; frost on
the ground, snow on the mountains, a sharp cutting wind blowing. I thought,
perhaps, I was quite heroic to vt>nture out to early Mass, warmly
wrapped as I was, with my hands in a muff, and furs doing their best to
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keep out the cold east winds. I reached the little chapel, and took my usual
place near our Blessed Lady's Altar. Just before Mass began I noticed in
the rather dark corner near me a something that looked like a small bundle
of rags ; it swayed itself to and fro as the Southerns sometimes do whilst
praying.
I saw two little hands hold out a rosary beads, and having
good hearing then, I heard a low sob now and again, but the Priest came
out of the sacristy, Mass began, and I tried to forget the little bundle in the
corner. As soon as Mass was over I went to the corner where now I saw a
child kneeling, her little white face uplifted, gazing at the crucifix, her lips
quivering with the earnestness of her prayer, t ears coursing each other down
her cheeks. Touching her on the shoulder, I made a sign I wished her to
come out of the chapel; she looked surprised but followed me ; when we got
outside this was what I saw :-A little creature whose only covering was one
short petticoat and an old grey shawl rolled round her, her small brown feet
bare on the frosty ground; no hat, or bonnet, but the shawl drawn over the
curly head, the white face pinched and drawn. Alas, I knew the "hungry
look " so well ; the beautiful brown eyes were too large for the little face ;
they looked wonderingly at me, with a world of sorrow in them, as I asked
her name and age and why she was crying so bitterly. H er name was Nano,
she was eight years old, had lived all her life up in the mountains yonderher baby life seemed so long to the poor child. The potato crop failed, and
they were all hungry and had nothing to eat ; and the father said they would
all die up . there, and the mother and children should go down to the town
and see if they could get something ; he might get work ; but instead he got
the fever and he died, and mother died, and all, all of them died, only Onny
(her sister, Honoria); she was sick now, over there in Greenaghue, and they
said she would die too; and this morning Nano had come over to the chapel
to ask God to spare Onny or to take her too, for if Onny died there was no
one, no one in the whole world left. And at this she cried aloud, and lifted
up her little thin hands over her head. I tried to pacify the child, spoke
of Onny, how old was she 1 had she seen the Priest, and got confession 1 Oh,
no ; Onny did not want to go to confession, she thought, for Onny never did
anything bad in her life, she was so good, so good, and now she was going to
leave her. Her face was rolled up again in the shawl, and she was setting
off for home, but a little persuasion got her to promise to tell the good parish
Priest of Onny's illness, which she did that day. A few pence to buy
something for the sick gir1 seemed a rich treasure to Nano-and as she could
not express her gratitude in English, she poured forth a volley of Irish
blessings that were far more valuable than the few poor pence that procured
them. W e must remember that this child of eight could speak two languages
fluently, Irish and English, like many of our people, but whenever the heart
was strongly moved I remarked they always spoke Irish, because it is far
more expressive and affectionate than Engli!h. I told Nano to meet me in
the same place next morning ; I knew there was no use in asking to go visit
her in Greenaghue, where the dread " famine fever " was raging and hundreds
dying of it. Our heroic Catholic Priests alone never shrunk from the danger.
The remainder of N ano's story is too long for this Jetter; I will tell it in my
next if you like; but I want you now to turn your attention to the hundreds

of poor, little, neglected children in the large cities and towns of Australia,
whose fate is far more to be deplored than that of the little victim of the
"famine fever " whose soul was pure as the snow of her native mountainswhose father and mother, rather than sell their children to the proselytising
societies, died martyrs for the faith, who, when God took them to heaven,
left their children surrounded by the Irish poor, who, if they have no worldly
wealth, at least are rich in piety, religion, and strong faith-which make
them respect the innocent souls of little children and t each them that this
world is only an exile, that heaven is their home, that God's blessed mother
is their mother too, and pointing to heaven in all their trials put the little
children's feet in the path that lead s there-whether that is done in Australia,
I leave you, my children, to judge I read the other day that within the last
eight years six hundred destitute children have been provided for by a
society in Melbourne, not a Catholic one, and this chiefly through the
instrumentality of one lady. Now, if all our girls would "lend a hand " and
do a little to strengthen the hands of those who are trying to do all they can
for th e unfortunate little children, we would see wonderful results. I heard
also of a society formed of rich children; it has thousands of children in
England members, and as all these try and help less fortunate children ; ~he
amount of good done is ve ry great, not only to the poor, but also to the nch,
who are taught from their earliest years to coILpassionate sufferings, to be
kind and charitable, and to live not for themselves only. P erhaps our
Loretto children could form a similar association with the help of their
par ents. Think and pray about it my dear children, and ever believe me,
Your Affectionate Mother in .Tesus,
MARY

J.

GONZAGA,
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thought steals o'er me as I kneel
Befom thy Son and thee,
That thou must suffer all thy life,
And He must die for me;
I look upon that lovely face,
Those eyes so sweet and mild,
And gather courage as I gaze
Upon the holy Child.
THE

His li~tle arm thrown round thy neck,
As if to soothe thy fears,
Shows that His Infant heart is 0orieved
To see His Mother's tears.
He knows that Simeon's prophecy
Rings ever in thy mind ;
The sword has opened thy large heart
To shelter all mankind.
Here may the weary mother come
With her domestic cares,
Here may the anxious father seek
Advice in grave affairs;
The weeping child, too, runs to thee
In sorrow and in pain ;
No little one will have recourse
To Mary's heart in vain.
Then, for my Guide and Advocate,
Whom fitter could I choose
Than one who never asks a thing
That Jesus can refuse 1
Dear Mother, whisper to thy Son
A little prayer for me,
Thou knowest better far than I
What that request should be.

HOSE who were in London on the 31st of July of last year will have
perhaps been present at an Anti-Slavery Meeting, presided over by
ord Granville, held at the instigation of Cardinal Lavigerie, who came over
to England with the sole purpose of letting our fellow countrymen know of
the horrors which were being perpetrated on the African Continent by the
slave dealers of the interior, and of which his missioners were the daily
witnesses. It was natural that the Venerable Cardinal should address himself to the sympathies of Englishmen in this matter. By the heroic and
self-denying efforts of our fathers, slavery was abolished in• all our English
possessions, a~d America,. both North and South, have followed our example.
But after havmg sent crmsers to the Red Sea and the Indian Ocean to arrest
the passage of the slave dhows and stop the traffic to Asia, the zeal of our
countrymen seems to have cooled down. Until about fifteen years aoo most
people cherished the idea that slavery was a thing of the past-that, ~aving
in a few rare instances, the whole trade had been put down, and that the
African race were free. Then came the revelations of Livingstone, of Speke,
of Stanley, of Gordon, of Cameron-all men who had seen with their own
eyes the horrors they described, and who rudely dispelled the dreams of which
we ?av~ been s~eaki~g. :Ve. nee~ a Wilberforce or a M.acaulay to stir up
mens mmds to vigorous act10n m this matter, for the atroc10us cruelties now
brought to light far exceed any that were detailed by them in the famous
debates in the House of Commons in 1845. But, as greater publicity !riven
to these facts may help to rouse the interest of some of our readers, w~ will
give a short account of this infamous traffic, condemned not only by the
Head of the Catholic Church, but by Christians of every denomination
throughout the civilised world.
Twenty years ago, little or nothing was known of the interior of Africa.
It was thought to be a sandy desert, fatal to Europeans, and quite uninhabitable. It is now found that in the high lands, near the great lakes, the
soil is, beyond anything, rich and fertile. Four large rivers irrigate the
country, while the great altitude of the vast table-lands temper the heat of
the sun. On the borders of the lakes Nyanza and Tanganika the heat of the
day does not exceed 32 degrees (centigrade), and the nights are always fresh
and cool. The vegetation is wonderful, and the trees magnificent, and our
crops can be sown and reaped in the year ; and the consequence is, that no
part of Africa was so peopled and so prosperous. Then came the moment of
the European exploration, whereby this beautiful and fertile region was
discovered by the whites; but, by an unhappy coincidence, the path was
also opened to the slave traders, who, guided by the men who had accompanied
the explorers, soon spread misery and desolation throughout this once
peaceful and happy land. Their points of departure were Egypt and
Zanzibar, and their nominal traffic was ivory. "The heads of these slavetrading expeditions are of a race called 'Metis,' whose origin is a mixture of
Arab and Negro blood of the vilest sort. Brutes without conscience and
without pity, infamous from their bestial corruption and their horrible
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cruelty, they justify the African proverb : ' God made the whites and the
black~, but the devil alone created the Metis. ' "* To transport the ivory to
th ~ sea-coast, bearers were required, and to ohtain them, the peasants were

seized and became slaves. One village after another was thus depopulated
and left a heap of ruins. The wretched inhabitants fled to the woods · the
Metis set fire to them, and when driven to desperation by the heat and the
smoke, they strove to e_scape towards the lakes, they were seized and chained,
-men, women, and children-and forced to march with their captors. Then
~ega? a series of _cruelties almost too horrible for description. The slaves are
tie~ m a way w~ich makes walking a real misery; the men have a fork round
their necks which.connects on~ with the other, a~d so they are driven on by
t_h e lash all . day m the burnmg sun. When mght comes they are given a
httle dry gram called "sorgho" and water, and nothin"' else. The Metis then
examine which are most likely to survive the next day's march, and those
whom they find too much exhausted are felled to the ground with a heavy
blow on ~he back of the neck from a wooden bar (to save powder), and left
t~us to. die.
O~e of the Missioners of Tanganika, F. Guillemi, writes from
his stat10n at K1banga : "Having asked an Arab how it was that I had
see~ so , many skeletons in the neighbourhocd of Oujiji, he quietly
replied, Formerly we used to throw the dying slaves there for the
hyenas to carry off, but this year the number of deaths among them
has been so great that those beasts ai·e disgusted with human flesh!'"
Thus they march, day after day and month after month, till they arrive at the
slave market on the borders of Morocco, Tripoli, or elsewhere. Needless to
say that not half arrive at their destination. But the value of the "animal "
as the Metis call them, which amounts to £10 or even £20 if a ·goo'd
. bl
,
,
servicea " slave, repays the loss of the remainder. But we need not refer
merely to Cardinal Lavigerie's statements. Cameron, that heroic traveller
who has spent so many years in Central Africa, writes as follows :" ~s to the _victims themsel.ves, th~ drain on the already too
populatio~ of Africa caused by this abommable sin of slavery cannot
lower,t e~hmate be less than 1 5~0 men, "omen, and children every day

scanty
at the
of the
yem-, Sundays and _week-days ahke. Every day some ten or a dozen villages
blot~ed out of exi~tence, and we do nothing ! ! I made inquiries once in
Africa how many villa~es had been destroyed to furnish a wretched string of
62 poor women and children, and found that it was no fewer than 10 their
populations _rangin~ from 100 to 200 .. Some had been shot down by the
guns of their a~sai lant s, many had perished in the flames of their burning
~uts, a~d the rem~i?der, save the few I saw roped together, were scattered
. m the Jungle to die of starvation or become the prey of beasts less savage
tha~ the slave deale~, for they only seek for victims to satisfy their natural
cravmgs. The Cardinal showed us the slave fork with which so many slaves
are secured, and told us how when men or women were too feeble to march
thfly had their throats cut or their brains dashed out. Would that this
were always th~ case, for too often the weary fainting wretches are secured
by m_eans of this slave fork beyond possibility of escape, and left to suffer the
agomes of hunger, thirst, and a constrained and unnatural position for hours
perhaps days, before merciful death puts a tardy end to the tortures they
endure. The sacred ties of maternity are disregarded by the fiends in human
form, who make up the bulk of the slave dealers, and I know of instances
whe~e a w~ary and foo~sore mothe.r carrying her child and a heavy load,
laggmg behmd and delaymg the progress of the caravan, has had her infant
torn fr?m her 8:rm~ and its ?rains dashe.d out before her eyes, and then
flogged mto contmumg her pamful path." t
·

In another work, How I Went Across Africa, the same writer states" The question before the civilised world is this : Are we to permit a traffic
•Cardinal

Lavi~erie.

t TM New Or·U1ad•, by Commander Cawero11.
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in Africa which, at the lowest computation,
hundred thousand lives ? " *

cos~s

If
annually more thu.n five

But if t~ese considerations do not touch people's hearts, let them reflect
how great will be the difficulties of the new " Imperial British East Africa
Company," which has just obtained its charter, and promises such great
advantages to its pr?moters, if the native population of this fertile region be
destroyed. All agriculture would be unprofitable without native labour ·
and without inhabitants, the pioneers of civilisation would find no food and
no s~elter on the road. ; while the traffic would quickly disappear, choked by
the impenetrable barrier of tropical vegetation. Cardinal Lavigerie emphatically ~ecla.res that "his conviction is, that if Europe does not put a stop to
these frightful excesses by force, and that speedily, the heart of Africa and
the most beautiful and fertile portion of it, will, in a very few years, become
a perfect desert."t "Not a single day elapses," writes one of his informers,
"that a caravan of slaves does not pass. When we arrived, ten years ago,
on the borders of Manyema, it was covered with villages and cultured fields;
and now the slavers have converted this fertile region, which is half the size
of Fr.ance, in~o a wi_lderness where only skeletons cover the ground."
Speakmg on this qu_est10n some years ago, Stanley said:-" It is when you
come to the slave raids, to the men whose regular profession it is to make war
upon peaceful tribes with the sole object of carrying off the people for the
slave market, that you touch the great open sore of the world. There I am
with you to any extent you like, for no words can tell the awful sum of
misery the Arab man-hunters have inflicted upon Africa. Whole tracts of
country have been simply depopulated by their fiendish work. And the
worst of it is that the evil is growing. The Arab slavers are penetrating
d~eper and_ deeper into the heart of Africa." Livingstone gives an equally
frightful picture of the cruelty of the slave driver. On one occasion he was
able to deliver a small band of slaves, of which he gives the foilowing
* NoTE.-To those who still believe in the fallacy that the Mahometan religion has
benefited the negro race, we will give a quotation from the Protestant author of Throuqh
the Heart of Africa, Dr. Schweinfurth. "The greater part of the important dealers in
men have partners or agents at fixed posts in the great zeribas. These agents are nearly
always fakirs, that is to say Mahometan priests, who regard the trade in negroes as an
ordinary accessory of their duties. It is a fact that in the Soudan they are all more or
less stained by the odious traffic. Besides what one sees them do in the great cities, for
instance at Khartoum, where there are a thousand opportunities of observing their
conduct, is truly incredible, and yet they have the reputation of being very pious men.
The Koran in one hand, the knife of their horrible trade in the other, they go from
zeriba to zeriba, leading in the full sense of the term what is called a life of prayer,
never speaking a word without in voking Allah or his prophet, and associating with
their religious practices the most revolting infamies and the most atrocious cruelties. I
never saw slaves more to be pitied than theirs, which does not, however, prevent those
pious personages from choosing for these unhappy wretches, bought at a low price like
stolen goods, the most edifying names, such as Allagtlbo (God-given)-horrible
blasphemies, which they accompany by a treatment that the lowest of our scavengers
would not inflict on a dog. In one of their convoys was a poor little lad who could
scarcely sustain himself and drag the fork which held his neck. One morning I was
stopped by cries which made me turn my head, and I saw a scene which I cannot
describe withoui horror. The poor little fellow, at the point of expiring, was being
dragged out of a hut, and they were kicking him to see if he were dead or not. The
white lines which marbled his skin gave evidence of his agony. The shouts were the
imprecations of his pious executioners. "The cursed dog is 11till alive ! The pagan
won't die! "-and the children in their turn were playing football with the body
writhing in its supreme agony. Every human creature, even without a heart, would
have been filbd with terror by the terrible convulsion of the eyes. Far from being
moved, the fakirs replied that it was only a feint, and that the wretch was only waiting
for the moment when he should not be observed to run a.way. Nevertheless, his
appearance belying their words, the agoni.sing boy was dragged into the woods, where
I found his body. Such are the acts pe1petra.ted in the face of death by these men who
pose as the pillars of the faith and the models of believers. We discnss with them a.bout
dogma, when the question is one of mere morality. The history of Mahometanism is
everywhere nothing but evil." (Book ii., chap. xx1ii., pp. a48-9).
t Speech of Cardl. Lavigerie, on the 31st July, at Princee Hall.
0
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description :-"It was difficult to cut the men adrift, as each had his neck iii
the fork of a stout stick (called a 'gori') six or seven feet long, and was kept
in by an iron rod, which was riveted at both ends across the throat. Luckily
we found a saw, and one by one the poor fellows were freed. The women,
on being told to cook some breakfast for themselves and their children, could
not believe it, considering the news too good to be true.
Many
were mere babies of four or five years old. One little boy said to our men,
'The others tied and beat and starved us; you cut our ropes and give us to
eat ; what sort of people are you 1 where did you come from 1' Two of the
women had been shot the day before because they tried to loosen the thongs
which cut into their flesh. Another had her infant's brains dashed out because
she could not carry her load and it, and her husband was despatched with an
axe, simply because he had broken down with fatigue. One would fancy that
self-interest would have made them watch over the lives of their prey; but in this
horrible traffic we in variably find self-intereEt overcome by their contempt of
human life, and by their cruelty and bloodthirstiness." * " The devastation
caused by slave-hunting lay all around," he exclaims in another place; " would
that we could give a more vivid picture of the horrors of this traffic in human
souls, or an approximation of the number of lives thus d!lstroyed day by day
throughout the year." Again, the heroic Gordon calculated that from 1875
to 1879 the loss of life in Darfour and Bahr-el-Gazelle was 81,000, in
addition to the slaves exported, who numbered from 80,000 to 100,000, so
that in two provinces alone in four years from 180,000 to 200,000 human
beings had either perished or been carried off into slavery. In his L ette1·s to
his ~ister, this noble man, after describing some of horrors of slavery, sadly
exclaims, "The people of England care more for their dinners than they do
for anything else, and you may depend upon it, it is only an active few whom
God pushes on to take an interest in this question. What a miserable thing
this is! But He that is higher than the highest regardeth." t

We have said enough to show our readers the horrors of the existing
state of things. The scarcity of ivory in the neighbourhood of the Great
Lakes now induces the Metis to content themselves with women and children.
The fate of the former is something too horrible for description ; they are
without defence in the hands of the basest debauchees, and the consequences
are too terrible and brutal to be detailed here. Cardinal Lavigerie exclaims
when speaking on this subject: "Christian women! English women! to you
it belongs to make known these horrors everywhere, and to excite the
indignation of all the civilised world. Do not leave your fathers, your
husbands, your brothers in peace till you have induced them to use all the
authority which their position, their fortune, or their eloquence gives them
to stop this effusion of the blood of your sisters. If God has given you the
talent of writing, employ it in this cause; you will not find a holier one!
Remember that it is the novel of a woman-Uncle Torn's Cabin-which,
translated in all the languages of the civilised world, set a seal on the
deliverance of the slaves in America." But our readers will naturally ask,
"What is to be done 1 What practical use ca.n we make of this new and
terrible information 1" Cardinal Lavigerie takes the same view as General
Gordon, as Commander Cameron, as all those, in fact, who have a personal
knowledge of the question-the necessity of the employment of a force of
armed men for the protection of the defenceless villagers, and the destruction
of the slave trade. Already one man has been found to make the experiment ; an old French officer of the Pontifical Zouaves, Captain Joubert, has
devoted his life to defend the peasants at Mpala, on the Tanganika Lake,
from the ra.ids of the slave dealer. He has armed and equipped 200 or 300
of the best kind of negroes, and in this way protects all the villages around
him. Of him Commander Cameron speaks as follows :- "Captain Joubert
has for eight years lived in the centre of tropical Africa, and has organised
from the natives by whom he is surrounded a little army of 300 men, by
whose means he keeps slave dealers and slave stealers away from his
neighbourhood. "Why," he continues, "should not Englishmen follow this
noble example 1 Mr. Waller advised young men of means who are continually
making expeditions to Africa to shoot big game, to turn their attention to
the slave stealers instead. If, on the Great Lakes and on certain points of
the interior, we had a small body of well-armed and well-disciplined
men, under European officers like Joubert, we should very soon
arrive at the suppression of this infamous trade."
This was likewise General Gordon's idea, who suggested also some light troops to
be despatched where any fresh raid was being made in the neighbourhood. But Commander Cameron makes one or two more practical
suggestions, which we will give in extenso. "In order to carry out the
crusade I would recommend the establishment of an Order, which should
consist of two branches, one comprising those who would be willing to risk
their lives in Africa, and the other of those who are desirous of practically
assisting the active crusaders by gifts of money, boats, arms, &c., and by
using their influence in all places afid at all times to forward the object we
have in view, namely, the total abolition of the slave trade. We have all
sorts of societies for the reform and prevention of all sorts of abuses, and for
the alleviation of suffering of all kinds ; not one of them is more worthy of

*A Popular Account of LivingBtone's Se,cond Expedition.

Page 246.

t NoTE.-Since this was written, the following horrible description of the sla\·e raids,
from the pen of Mr. Graham Wila10t Brooke, residing at Stanley Pool, River Congo,
has appeared in the daily papers. His letter is dated July 18, 1888. Therefore, at this
very moment, prob11.bly these horrors are being perpetrated. "The travels of Denham,
Clapperton, Barth, and other trans-Saharan travellers, have long familarised Englishmen
with the horrors of Arab slave raids. But the Arabs of the Sahara and the so-called
Arabs about Stanley Falls are very different people. In these latter, the Zanzibaris, the
pure blood of Muscat, in all but a very few, has been so mixed with an African element
that the high code of honour and a certain capacity for gentle feelings have suffered
much. The Arab of North Africa bears much the same relation to the East African
Zanzibari that the Manitoba farmer does to the Mexican frontierman. But the events
at Stanley Falls which will soon be calling forth eager and (let us hope) indignant
inquiry, are not done by Zanzibaris. It is not generally known in England how these
men acquire such large stores of ivory, when the transport of a single load of merchandise
from Zanzibar costs £11. The explanation is this. The Zanzibari traders settled about
the Falls have in their pay large bodies of Manyema cannibals, whose wild-beast ferocity
is so great, and whose cruelty is so diabolical that the Zanzibaris express horror and
disgust at. the bare idea of associating with them in their marauding raids; eye witnesses,
both English and Arab, have assured me that it is a common thing, which they themselves have seen on passing through the Manyema camps, to see human hands and feet
sticking out of their cooking-pots. To these men the Arabs issue firearms and send them
off to ?atch the human beings of whom the ivory must be bought, for buying ivory with
cloth is a. slow and needlessly expensive process, and Tippoo Tib has discovered a. system
far superior, by which every tusk of ivory can be wrung out of a district, and that for a
few kegs of powder and the loan of a few old flintlocks. Off go the man-eaters with
shouting and yelling and great jubilation. What follows is now too well known; no
need to hunt up the descriptions in volumes of Livingstone's travels, for the Manyema.
mer;i who ca.me l~nder the patronage of the expedition to the hitherto untouched Aruwimi
region have carried on their work absolutely unchecked in the immediate neighbourhood
of the camp, and Englishmen have stood and watched while their Manyema allies fired
at th~ heads of unhappy men and women who had leaped into the river and were trying
to swim across, and have gathered round the Manyema camp fires a.t night to hear them
relate their ~r?wess. The raid is over,. the first unexpected volley usually rendering
furth er o.ppos1t10n hopeless, the dead are cooked and eaten, the village is nothing but
smouldermg embers, the women and children are hurried off as prisoners to the Zanzibari

camps, with rich stores of plunder, goats, and fowls, and plant:~ins and native canoes,
and native furniture, far more than covering the cost of the raid. And now 'trade'
begins. In a few days the unfortunate husbands and parents of the prisoners come out
of the bush; they know what is wanted ; they have to ransom their relatives with ivory,
and the price having been agreed upon the poor creatures go off and collect it. When at
last they have scraped it all together the prisoners are returned, and the remnants of a
once popular town go off to find a new refuge. The Zanzibaris have an object in giving
back the prisoners when the ransom is paid ; they will do duty again. Hardly have the
wretched fugitives settled down again, built some huts, and begun to plant than the
Manyemas sweep down on them afresh and the whole process is gone through again, as
the residents at Aruwirni camp can testify."
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support than the one I trust may now be formed. . . . . What nobler monument to the memory of Gordon, Livingstone, Mackenzie, Steer, New,
Hannington, and other African martyrs could there be than the establishment
of an Order for the suppression of that slave dealing and stealing which they
had all witnessed ~ The crusaders would set out in no spirit of lust for
territory or plunder, and they would turn their hand against no man unless
he were engaged in a pursuit that entails the perpetration of crimes that,
if committed in any civilised country, would be punished by the severest
penalty the law has power to inflict. Let us remember while we hesitate,
ponder, and take no action, that every minute a life is lost, that every time
the clock strikes the hour, 50 are destroyed, and that every day 1500 are
added to the tale of victims which the bloody Moloch of slavery extorts from
the children of Africa." Cardin\\] Lavigerie takes the same view. Of course
it would be best if the European States, who, at the Congress of Vienna, the
the Conference at Verona, and the Congress of Berlin, took formal
engagements to suppress the slave trade wherever their power
extended, would themselves organise a sufficient force, each on their
own territory, to put down this infamous traffic. But if the selfishness
of modern Governments precludes this hope, why should not a
crusade be formed, as in old times, to deliver this glorious land
from a worse than Egyptian bondage? In the midst of the moral
turpitude and the self-indulgence which reign in this nineteenth century,
would it not be a great and glorious sight to see men come forward generously
to devote their lives to this object, and for them to feel, when they came to
die, that they had done a great work for God and for the souls He expired
on the cross to S'!.ve? We will conclude with the words of Cardinal
Lavigerie, addressed to a French audience in the Church of St. Sulpice, at
Paris. "It is said in the Acts of the Apostles that while St. Paul was
preaching in Asia Minor, he saw in a dream a man of Macedonia standing
and beseeching him, saying, "Pass over into Macedonia, and help us."
"Transiens .. adjuva nos." This is the prayer which, through my voice,
the unhappy African slaves address to you to-day. Christians of Europe,
cross the sea which divides us and come and help us! St. Paul at once
accepted the petition, and delivered the Macedonians from the yoke of sin.
Come, in the same way, to the Black Country-come with your strong arms
-come with your alms-and deliver this people, who are now sitting in the
valley of death, and in the still more horrible shadows of a slavery which is
a thousand times worse than death. Again I cry to you, with all the energy
of my old priestly heart, come over the sea and help us ! "

doubts of the infallibility of the above quotation. For instance, the other
evening I was sitting at my desk, absorbed in study, of course ; not far from
rue I noticed, despite my intense interest in my books, another earnest
student who was preparing to make some diagrams in her work-book. Her
pencil, pen, ruler, and a bottle of red ink were before her. She was working
away with a will when the half-hour bell rang, and Sister - - entered the
school; looking round, the fated bottle caught her eye, and at once Sister
said, "Is that a bottle of red ink, Mary ~" (Red ink, I may remark, is a
thing prohibited on account of the tendency we have for spilling it, and I
must admit ink spots are not an improvement to a nice floor.) Simple as
were Sister's words, there was an ominous ring in them. Up went every
head with a jerk. "Yes, Sister " came from the owner of the red ink, but
there was a hesitancy and uneasiness in the tone. " Bring the bottle here,''
said Sister in impressive accents. The owner went up in no very amiable
mood, with the bottle, and said in the tone peculiar to injured innocence,
"Sister, I can't do my book without red ink." "You may use red paint,"
the Sister kindly suggested. "I can't do the diagrams with red paint,
Sister,'' replied the injured one. I'm inclined to think she meant "wont."
It did not matter what she meant, for Sister was inexorable, and, notwithstanding the large-heartedness of the Irish character, did not return the
bottle, though she did happen to be Irish. Presently, up came another child
with a peace-offering in the shape of a second bottle of red ink.
Sister
placed it beside the other on the table before her, and when she left the school
at six o'clock it was with the thought that she had saved the floor from being
decorated with red spots. An hour later Sister returned, and on her entrance
was met by an individual with a face as long as your arm (just picture the
phenomenon), who, amid many sobs, announced that she had knocked over
the table and the bottles of red ink with it! Imagine our once snowy
boards ! Sister's feelings on hearing this announcement were simply beyond
expression, I suppose, for she said nothing.
Now, according to the philosopher who said "fellow-feeling makes us
wondrous kind." the individual who had been deprived of her red ink should
have sympathised heartily with the one who spilt it; such, to my certain
knowledge, was not the case. I assure you she positively exulted over the
grief of those who had so heartlessly robbed her of her treasure-her precious
red ink, and had no pity whatever for the culprit, who, poor thing, was
feeling anything but happy since the accident.
E. McLEAN.

MARY ELIZABETH HERBERT.

!\am hits in :Suain : :19' allaholih.
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"

ELLOW-FEELING makes us wondrous kind." Now I have not the
slightest idea who the wise man or woman was who made the above
wise remark; all I know is this-that I beg to differ with that wise person
who intended to show his or her knowledge of human hearts by giving
expression to this opinion. I suppose it will seem presumptuous of a damsel
fair (or dark) of 17 summers to refute the saying, but I may tell you that I
form my own opinions, and always think them to be as good, if not better,
than those of other people. "Presumptuous again," I hear some one remark,
"she evidently does not know the proverb-' Children should be seen and
not heard.' " I do know the proverb, and as I cannot be seen, I am quite
determined I will be heard.
Let me see, where did I leave otf? Ob, yes! I was begging to differ
with the wise individual who wrote about the fellow-feeling. Well, I am only a
school-girl, but even in my school life I meet with examples that confirm my

HAVE already given the readers of this periodical some idea of Avila, the
birthplace of St. Theresa. Thence to Valladolid it is but a few hours'
run by rail. Both cities are quaint enough, and very unlike those of our
new countries. Avila is, of the two, the more medireval-looking, cooped
within incredibly narrow limits, and girt with its walls and towers as in the
days of chivalry and knight-errantry. But although Valladolid can no
longer boast of its encircling crown of strength, and though it does glory
already in a public garden, admirably laid out with walks, parterres, rustic
grottos, and fountains, yet the real Valladolid is unmistakably of the olden
time. The ways are narrow and crookf'd ; the houses are built with a
delightful disregard of what is now called " street architecture " ; here and
there you come upon a broad space that leads nowhere and lies deserted;
while the Plaza May01', so irregular that no mathematical figure will give an
idea of its outline, is bounded by a colonnaded portico, sufficiently
ancient-looking to satisfy the most exacting lover 0£ the " good old days."
There is very little bustle to disturb the visitor's studies.
He may
saunter about and examine at his leisure the thousand and odd
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rem~ants of an interesting past, and he is perfectly free from all danger
of .bemg run over; for mules. and men are. ~ostly buried in profound thought
-m repose at. all eve~ts; o:, if they ~ov~, it ~s at a rhythmic pace of calculable
progress, and m keepmg with the h1stor1c dignity of the Spaniard. Thus the
men and the mules ; but not t.he bells. From vesper-hour till well into rnatin~im~ ~~ey f?O ceaslessly, vehemently, fi ercely.
At first the thing had an
msp1ntmg rmg of novelty, perhaps, but I must confess that havin<> hearkened
to their wild discord for a couple of hours I began towards ~idnight to
. h t h at gentle sleep might
'
'
'
w1s

will pay this act of devotion to her patron for the coming week or month !
There is no code of fashion in the costumes. It is the right of every faithful
child of Holy Church to honour and love the Saints, and when these good
Spaniards make up their minds to pay that honour, they will see to it that
no fastidious critic shall say them nay. To the critic who only believes in
decora(ion, all this looks ludicrous. But the good Spanish people, like people
in general all the world over, have no thought or care about the resthetic
principles of decoration. They believe in the Saints; they love them heartily ;
and to show that love in a right earnest way, even statues must put up with
being dressed. There is a solitary example of the Romanesque style in
Valladolid. It is very old and not used any longer. It possesses no feature
of interest as a remnant of bye-gone art, nor am I aware of any notable historic
association connected with it. The Cathedral is not quite finished, though
perhaps dating earlier than the present century. It is Greco-Roman-a cold,
bald style, except in edifices of great size, wherein the mind of the beholder is
ene_aged by the simple characteristici of solidity and grandeur.

.

" . . . . . weigh my eyelids down,
And steep my senses in forgetfulness."

However, this was but for the first night, and at the hotel · the remainder of
my stay I passed in peace and comfort under the hospitabl~ roof of the Scotch
College.
Of c~urse t~ere a~e many churches in Valladolid, and there is hardly any
but has its special pomts of interest. Architecturally, they belong for the
greater pa:t to that style which visitors to Rome are acquainted with, a style
that came _mto vogue th:ough the South of Europe, after the great masters of
the Renaissance h~d _failed to popularise the difficult but perfect plan of the
Greek Cross. .This is the mo~t perfect, for the room it gives approaches
nearest to the c~rcle, thus gathermg the congregation compactly together, while
the upward sprmg of the dome spontaneously awakens a sense of the sublime.
But, o~ the o~her hand, it would require great resources, extraordinary
mechamcal appliances, and nothing short of genius on the part of the architect
to carry out such a plan on a fairly large scale without crushin<> walls antl
pilla.rs under the superin_cumbe~~ mass. A Santa Mai·ia in Car'ignano may
not impress the u_nprofess10nal vlSltor. For that matter he might look coldly
even on St. Sophia. But on a little reflection he will easily see that they are
perfe?t in sty le, and th!1't copies of them cannot be made by the dozen. In
the sIXte~nth cent~r,r it was foui;d expedient, if not absolutely necessary,
to substitute add1t1onal preaclung and instruction-even controversial
lectures-in the churches for some of the time-honoured choral services and
ceremonies. No one could find fault with a Gothic church for the last-named
functions ; they were enhanced by the fine perspective of its lona-dra wn aisles
by t_he softly rol_ling, cadenced Echoes of it!, lofty, groined va~lts. But th~
pulpit was well mgh lost in a forest of towerin<> pillars and no preacher's voice
could silence the thousand echoes that wanto:ed in ali directions. Hence a
style was neede~ less difficult in cons~ruction than Michael AngP.lo's ideal,
and yet more suitable to the new requirements than Gothic or even Romanesque. And as the times, which made the demand also called into existence
t~e Soci~ty of Jesus! the new compromise, as I ma~ term it, is closely associated with that emrne~tly practical body. The Jesuits wanted to gather the
people around the pulpit, and teach them in plain speech, without the aid of
chant o~ ceremony, the sense of ~he Catholic Doctrine, and the dangers that
lurked m the new-fangled theories. But these good men did not prevent
generous benefactors from laying their store of earthly goods at the feet of the
R~eemer for the decoration of His temple, and so it came to pass that on the
ce1hngs and lunettes of these new churches we have some of the finest masterpie~es of fresco-painting in existence.
And the Spaniards were able to paint
their new churches, and they had the heart to undertake it. But besides the
frescoes and oil paintings, their churches have two features of internal decoration peculiar to them. First, there is the very lofty reredos divided into
P3:nnel~ almost as deep as niches, and containing figures, and all heavily overlaid with gold. Of course it looks rich ; but the effect, I think, is not
happy from an resthetic point of view. The other peculiarity will be sure to
call forth more unfavourable criticism: the statues-not of marble but of
wood or terra cotta-are painted and dmped-indeed to be accurate they are
dre8Bed ! Imagine a Blessed Virgin, a St. Anne, or ~ St. Joseph attired from
head to foot just according to the taste and means of some worthy dame who

The Scotch College, where I spent a pleasant week, is an historic place.
Originally it belonged to the Jesuits. That was in the days of Suarez, Lugo,
Del Puente-men of old renown-giants of the Society. And here they
lived, taught, and prayed- the very men I have named. Even the rich
collection of relics gathered by the Fathers is still to be seen here. But how
came the house into the possession of the Scotch 1 In this way. The great
Fathers had waged relentless war on the Philosphers of the last century-the
sworn enemies of Christ. In an evil hour the crowned heads of the Peninsula
hearkened to the siren voice of the new teachers, and a change came over
them which may be likened indeed to what befell the victims of the fabled
charmer. The disciples of Voltaire, on ceasing to be Christians, like their
master, became haters of Christ. They abhorred the very name ; a.nd as the
Jesuits were then their most redoubtable antagonists, thew hole strength of the
Philosophers was for the moment brought to bear on them. First they were to
be "reformed," that is, rendered harmless to the foes ef the Christian name.
They stoutly refused. Well, then, there was nothing for it but to wipe them
out; and so even the Pope, sorely straitened in those evil times, had to yield,
and the Jesuits were supp1·essed ! Their property was confiscated to the
respective Crowns. His "Catholic" Majesty, for a show of justice and piety,
~made some of it over to other religious bodies and charitable objects. As !:lcotland had an interest in the property at Madrid- given to the Fathers by
Cardinal Allen-this house at Valladolid, with some real estate appertaining
to it, was made over to the Scotch Vicars Apostolic for a College. It was well
applied. Since then many a zealous missionary has left its halls, trained by
holy men and inspired with the spirit and traditions of this Catholic land. At
present the College is under the rectorship of a rare man. Dr. McDonald had
lived in Germany and in Italy before he was chosen, some eighteen years ago,
for his present position. Warm-hearted and unafl.ected, learned and cultured,
with that indescribable something which bespeaks the man of God, he is a man
whose acquaintance one feels the better of having made. He presides over
a happy family. Professors and students have learned the difficult art of
making you feel at home amongst them without lett.ing you know at the
same time that they are doing you a favour. Father D-- and myself were
fellow students years ago in Paris. We were friends all through. I have
still the Bouvenir he gave me when I was going to leave the gay city. Soon
afterwards it was his turn. His talents and accomplishments would have
shone anywhere. He was kept in the Cathedral City for a time ; but then
the poor islanders of the stormy Hebrides wanted a priest Father D-was never robust ; indeed, rather an invalid, but he went cheerfully at the
call of duty, and lived on bravely for some years, through incredible
privations. He loved his work and his people ; he had no thought of leaving
them ; but aiain a man was wanted, and the Scotch Hierarchy could find no
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man better qualified to fill the new and honourable post at Valladolid than
the modest and gifted missionary of the Crofters.
Wh~n I arrived I found professors and students busy at work in
preparat10n for the Feast of St. Margaret, queen and patroness of
~cot.land.
It wa3 out of the question to attempt leaving before that day·
mdeed, ~he good Rector had been expecting me earlier, and I found ruy room~
already m order. The Feast fell on Sunday. Needless to say the chapelth~ fin e chapel left by the Jesuits-was elegantly decorated and festooned.
High Mass was celebrated at 10 o'clock, and the singing was admirable.
Fat~e~ McD--,,had charge of _this department; _he is an accomplished
mus1c1an. The ant~rn was specially composed by him for the occasion. I
am proud to claim him as a compatriot. My readers will pardon his one
w_ea~nes~-Home Rule !
The sermon was in Spanish, preached by a
d1stmgm~hed <;anon of the Cathedral Chapter.
It was long but not tedious.
Perhaps its ~h1ef drawback was, that in a short time St. Margaret was nearly
forgot~en while th ~ students were being administered an earnest, rather sternsoundmg exhortation to bard work. I dare say they would have pardoned the
preacher had he spare~ hi.mself the ~rouble, at least for the sake of the day.
There was a large eccles1ast1~al gathermg at dinner, the Archbishop being of the
company. He looks some sixty years old; hale, active, with an expression of
hearty candour and good nature. ~efore his elevation to the episcopate, he
w~s a very popul~r preac~er.
He is. a learned man, and writes a good deal
still on ecclesmst1cal subJects. He 1s much thought of at Court and often
called away against his will from his favourite studies to give 'counsel on
matte~s of state.
Re is not a courtier in the old sense. Such men would
have 1_1ttle c~ance of favour with the irreproachable Queen Regent. Indeed,
ther~ is i;iothmg more remarkable than the profound impression made on the
pubhc m_md by the womanly virtues of this Queen. She has not the talents
of ~n ~hzabeth Tudor! nor the beauty of a Mary Stuart, and yet her simple,
i!Ohd virtues ~ave enkmdled an extraordinary enthusiasm in the hearts of the
people. She is more powerful to uphold the standard of the monarchy than
her late husband would have proved; and if the baby King ever ascends the
t~rone of the R ey es Catholicos, he will have to thank God for it, who gave
him such a mother.
In the afternoon I went over to the English College. The Rector was then
at _ Rom~, but ~ had a pleasant evening in the society of the professors. The
chief obJect of mterest is the polygonal chapel, with its miraculous statue of our
Lady; mdeed, there are many things of great interest to the student of the
Pe_nal Days, but f?r the present I feel that I have exceeded the due limits of
this paper. The h1storJ'. of the statue. is this :-In 1596 the English fleet, under
J!'.ssex, bo~barded Cadiz, and took it. It was given up to the soldiery for
p1:lage, with orders to spare the churches and respect the honour of women.
Lmgard says that these conditions had been enjoined by Queen Elizabeth
herself, and that all Europe bore testimony to their honourable observance.
How~v~r, a band of looters could hardly he expected to extend the
restnct10ns ; and so they laid hands on this statue of the Blessed Virgin
broke the arms, and dragged it along the streets with shouts of derision'.
I~ w~nt to the ~eart of the people, but they could do nothing ; for their
city ~tself. was bemg levelled to the ground before their eyes. When the
En~hsh w1thdre':•. the mutilated statue was reverently taken up and restored
to its former pos1t10n ; but the King, wishing to perpetuate the memory of
the deed, and to sec~re fitting reparation for the outrage offered to our
Blessed. Lady, caused 1t to be borne all the way from Cadiz to Valladolid and
placed m the. c~apel of the newly-founded College for the English. All
around are pamtmgs representing the various incidents from the bombardm?nt to the entrance of the royal procession at Valladolid bearing the
miraculous statue.
,On every Saturday Mass is sung before it
an~ many ?ther acts of devotion are incumbent on the Enalish
this College m reparation for the injuries perpetrated by their countrymen,

!
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After all, the Jesuits have returned to Valladolid, and have built themselves a nAw home, far larger and more commodious than that wherein they
dwelt erstwhile. It is still growing, but exclusive of accommodation for the
Fathers and Scholastics, there is ample room for a college of some 300
boarders. The resolution of those men is a marvel. They knew quite well
that they are only tolerated to-day in the land of Loyola; any moment may
witness their forcible expulsion. · Nevertheless, they set to work and expend
their means o:i raising another. home, just within sight of the old place. A
dozen years, 1t may be of respite, enable them to influence in the meantime
the education of some twelve hundred youths, many of whom will have a part
to play in shaping the future of Spain. For such an end, thousands are well
spent, because wealth, in th? economics of Ignatius, constitutes but one of
those countless creatures which must be used for the greater glory of God.
The Augustinian Fathers are looked upon with more favour by the rulers of
the country. It is not altogether from motives of religion ; but as the
missionary work of .the Philippines is done by the Fathers, who
naturally possess great mfluence with the inhabitants, it is found good policy
to keep on friendly t erms with them. This was broadly admitted by a
minister of the Crown on a recent occasion in Parliament; he justified the
friendly attitude of the Government on the ground of expediency. Here, at
Valladolid, the Fathers have the N oviciate and College for the Philippines.
The building is a square block, enclosing the garden-court and cloisters,
remembered by those who have seen old monasteries. But here everything.is on a grand scale. There is room-accommodation for several hundred;
the chapel would make a fine church ; class-halls, library, refectory,
museums, and laboratories are of proportionate dimensions. The Natural
History collection is particularly fine, and of course the flora and fauna of
the Philippines are well represented. In the laboratories and class-rooms
for Experimental Physics I found a very complete set of apparatus, comprising
several of the latest invention. The lofty tower, with its crowning parapet
and zinc floor, affords an admirable position for astronomical observations.
The Fathers have a steamer of their own plying between &pain and
the Philippines. She passed us as we lay waiting for the mails in the Bay of
Suez. Altogether, the impression left on one's mind by a visit to this
Convent, by an inspection of its educational get-up, and above all by a
conversation with the stately, cheerful, gentlemanly Prior, now about fifty,
who has seen hard service himself on the Missions, is that the friars can
show to advantage against even the elite of this nineteenth century.

P. D.

-0

" God is wonderful in his saints."

mo~t Catholic childr~n, and certainly.to all those w~o claim Loret~o.as
their " Alma Mater; the name and hfe of St. Aloysius are as fam1har
.household words, but few, very few, know anything about the many holy
men who were his contemporaries in the glorious Society of Jesus ; therefore
I propose, in this issue of the Blossoms, to give a very short sketch of the
life of the angelic youth and of some of his contemporary brethren.
"St. Aloysius Gonzaga, " in the words of the R oman Martyrology, "most
illustrious for contempt of princely rank: and for innocence of life," died at
Rome, in the year 1591. Commanded by a voice from heaven to enter the
Society of Jesus, he obeyed, but had much to suffer before he could conquer
the opposition made to his vocation by his father. In the Society he has
received the name of the "Angelical," which he had already merited in the
world. Most men experience difficulty in keeping their mind fixed on God,
but he found still greater in diverting his mind ever so little from Him, when
~
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commanded by his Superiors, for the sake of God, to do so, on account of his
broken health. He had consecrated his virginity to God from his earliest
years, and guarded it by a severe and continual mortification of his innocent
and delicate body. His exceeding great glory in heaven was revealed in an
e?stasy to St. Mary M8:gdalen. de Pazzi, who exclaimed, "What glory Aloysius, the son of Ignatius, enJoys ! I could not have conceived so great a
glory unless my Jes us had shown it to me ! I could traverse the world to
tell all i;nen that Aloysius, the son of Ignatius, is a great saint ! Aloysius
was a hidden martyr. Oh, how much he loved whilst he was on earth!"
Next to Saint Aloysius comes, as it were by right, his saintly novice
m~s~r, Father John Pescatore, who died at Naples in the same year as his
sp~ritual son. More than once he was seen shining with celestial light or
raised from the ground, and his predictions were found true. When Rector
of the College of Naples, in a pressing necessity, he was called to the gate by
an angel .and presented with gold sufficient to supply his wants; the messenger
then vamshed. Nor was this the only time that his needs wRre thus providentially supplied. The Visitor, Provincial, and others declared that the
presenc~ of this Father, and the air of reverence which accompanied him,
created m them more than usual composure and peace. In his last sickness
he foreteld to one of the Society a severe trial that would come upon him.
All came to pass as he had predicted. Great was the holiness of this true
man of God, and we may well believe that his constant intercourse with his
saintly novice added not a little to his sancity.

Frances of Rome, and of St. John Berchmans. He died in the odour of
sa.nctity in 1631.
"If the accidental glory of the Saints is increased by the honour paid
them, still more by the imitation of their virtues, how great must be the
glory of the great soldier-saint Ignatius of Loyola, surrounded as he is in
heaven by thousands who owe their perfection and their eternal felicity to
their having chosen him for their Leader and guide in the spiritual life !

Father Jerome.Platus, who died at Rome in the year 1591, was a man
of equally ~x'.1-lted virtue and sanctity. His famous treatise, On the Happiness
of the R elzgwus State, has led many to embrace a religious life and to. a
closer tollowing of Christ. He was composing another excellent book, On the
Love o.( Po~erty, but as he had written it on loose papers, a lay brother, in
arrangmg his room, threw all as waste paper into the fire. The Father
without showing any emotion, offered them as a holocaust to God. He had
the care of the novices at the Professed House, and amongst them was St.
Aloysius Gonzaga.
Of all the contemporaries of St. Aloysius, the most illustrious was Father
Robert Bellarmine, Cardinal, and Archbishop of Capua. It is well known
that t~e rul~ o~ St: Ignatius forbids the Fathers of the Society to accept of
a~y high digmty i~ the Church ~nl~ss commanded by the Pope to do so in
virtue of holy obedience. The reignmg Pontiff, Clement VII. 1 threatened to
e~comm~nicate him if he refused the Cardinalate, giving as one reason for
hi? election, that the Church of ~od had not his equal in learning. Bella.rmme was the first of th e Catholic controversialists, and if any should be dispose~ to ~efuse him t?e fi~st place, the Protestants would give it to him by
holdmg him to be their c?ief en~my. In Cambridge and Oxford, lectureships
were founded to refute, if possible, the arguments of Cardinal Bellarmine.
Baronius calls him the tower of David, hung round with a thousand shields,
all arms of the valiant. His sanctity is attested by his published life and by
common repute, as well as by the miracles wrought both before and after his
death. ~he proce~s of his Beati~cati?n has been begun. At the age of
seventy-nme he retired to the Noviceship of St. Andrew where he closed his
holy and meritorious life in sentiments of the most tende~ piety. He was for
a time confessor to St. Aloysius.
It w~ul~ not be.fair to omit ~o mention our dear Saint's first biographer,
Father Virgil Cepanus, or Cepari, a man endowed with great eloquence and
with a high gi~ of leading souls to perfection. When Rector of the College
of Florence he was confessor of Saint Mary Magdalen de Pazzi, who related
of him t~at when h~ was giving an exhortation to the Community the Holy
~host dictated to ~im every wor~ he uttered.
Besides the Life of 8t. .Aloysius, Father Cepan wrote the hves of St. Mary Magdalen de Pazzi, of St.

May he and they intercede for us, that as we here honour their virtues,
we may one day share in their glory !

~amt.
"Oh Rome ! my country ! City of the Soul !
The orphans of the heart must turn to thee,
Lone Mother of dead Empires, and control
In their shut breasts their petty rniseryWha.t are our woes and sufferance?"

HE City of the Soul ! " Rome is thus described by one of our greatest
poets; hence it is that when called to give our impressions of that
dear city we hesitate, saying "Rome is Rome." Who can attempt to
pourtray its greatness and its grace ; for even in its present modernised
condition it stands alone in point of interest, association, and quaint
loveliness.
Though not presuming to describe, or even to attempt a
description of this b':autiful city, a few words of the manner in which it
impressed me-far advanced in years-long resident in the two great capitals
of European civilisation-may not be unacceptable to the readers of the
Loretto Eucolyptus Blossoms.
In 1880 I paid my first visit to the "Eternal City." All I had heard
during a long life of the grandeur and beauty of St. Peter's oy no means
prepared me for the surpassing exquisiteness of the piazza, which soon meets
your eye when you have crossed the Tiber over the bridge at the Castle of
Saint Angelo ; you feel a sensation akin to awe when you first behold this
spacious, this magnificent approach.

"

" But thou of temples old, or altars new,
Standest alone-with nothing like to thee ;
Worthiest of God, the holy and the true.
What could be
Of earthly structures in hlli honour piled
Of a sublimer aspect! Majesty,
Power, glory, strength, and beauty, a.ll a.re a.isled
In this eternal Ark of Worship undefiled."

Its fountains, the beauty which surrounds it above and around, fill you with
wonder and with deepest admiration. The sapphire sky and glorious sunshine lend additional lustre to the imposing ensemble. You mount the steps,
reach the colonnade, and enter the great .Basilica. We dare 11ot add one
word to the admirable description in the above heaven-inspired lines ; a
strange expression, it may seem, as applied to Lord Byron's poetry, but his
genius was given him by God, and in these remarkable lines it was devoted
to His greater honour and glory.
St. John Lateran, too, is a fine imposing church. The open view from
the entrance, near the Santa Scala, is a pleasing one. The Campagna. and
Sabine Hills are seen from it to great advantage. Sa.int Mary Major is
another church rich in decoration-almost too much laden with gilt
mouldings, ceilings, &c.
The portion of Rome which most interested me was the Capitol, the
Coliseum, San Clemente, and the charming Pincian Hill, where many a
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happy tranquil morning was spent when I returned to Rome in '81-2, and
passed four peaceful months with the kind Sisters of " Marie Reparatrice,"
near St. Isidore. The enjoyment was great j the tranquillity most soothing
to a crushed spirit to wander forth in early morning to this quiet haven, to
stand spell-bound on the height looking over the grand old city lying like a
panorama beneath you. Thinking of its former glories, one must be reminded
that
" The individual withers,
And mankind is more and more."

The Corso disappointed me,-it is so narrow-though the piazza column
helps to relieve the stunted appearance of this far-famed promenade. To have
lived some months in Rome-to have enjoyed its glorious sunshine, and
basked under the canopy of its azure sky-to have assisted at some of its
grandest ceremonies, such as the beatification and canonisation in the Great
Salle, where, in '83, you were simply dazzled and lost in wondering admiration when surrounded by the noble patrician youth of Rome-followed by
bishops, abbots, and a concourse of religious orders, Leo XIII. entered this
grandly-decorated hall, illuminated with countless myriads of lights-the
"Thou art Peter," intoned by Rome's best artists-is a memory sacredly
enshrined, not to be described, but felt as long as recollection lasts.
M.M.S.

"-ES, my dear, we rush through life too quickly, most of us," said
Grandmother, and she laid down her knitting and looked with a faraway expression to where the sun was sinking in the red west. We were out
under the willow, enjoying the freshness that had come after the glaring
summer's day. I sat at her feet, ready for a long talk; I loved thus to listen
to the thoughts that came from her well stored mind, or to get her sympathy,
if I felt the want of it. This evening the sight of the sinking sun had made
her think of the end of life, and our talk had taken a serious turn.
"I don't quite know what you mean, Gran," I said after a little. "I
mean,'' she answered, "that many people go on from childhood to youth, from
youth to old age, and all the time they seem in a hurry; in such a hurry, that
they never notice the wonderful things that are going on around them in
Nature, and never give half enough time to quiet thought."
"But you would not have us all dreamers, would you, Gran, like your
favourite Wordsworth, who spent his time watching Nature 7"
" No. I certainly should not care to live in a world of dreamers, but I
do like to live with people who know how to look beyond the surface of thingR
around them. Now, to some people I meet, the beautiful change of the four
seasons suggests no more than a change of costume.- the fairest sunset is to
them only a signal for ending the day's work!"
"You mentioned Wordsworth. Well, these sort of people remind me of
hii; well-known Peter Bell, of whom he wrote' A yellow primrose by the river's brim,
A yellow primrose was to him,
And it was nothing more.'

Ah! there are a great many Peter Bells-people that never know that 'every
flower (aye and every fair thing on earth) is a hieroglyphic writ by the hand
of God.' Deary, if we only care to study them aright, we will find out hidden
beauties that the thoughtless folk little dream of. And the study is not
waste of time either, for it makes our thoughts so much more pure, and it
seems to open our hearts till they are wide enough to take in the joys and
cares of people around us. Surely it is a better way of Ii ving than going along
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shut up in our own interests, with eyes open only for the latest fashion, or
watching for the next move of our society leader. Don't you agree with me7"
and she looked down with her own bright smile.
"Of course, you know, I always do, Gran dear. But see, while you
were talking, I looked down this page of George Eliot, and came on a thought
of Nature that pleased me ; there is something fresh about it. 'If we had a
keen vision and feeling of all ordinary life around us, it would be like hearing
the grass grow and the squirrel's heart beat, and we should die of that roar
which lies on the other side of silence. As it is, the quickest of us walk
about well wadded with stupidity.' "
"Yes, that is true enough. How original George Eliot is! but I should
not care to have you follow her teaching always."
" I don't intend to, Grandmother; I mean to keep you for my safe
guide. You know, it was you who taught me, as a little child, to observe
Natu re, and to love it."
"Yes, because I wanted you to rise, day by day, from the love of Nature,
to Nature's God."
With this, Grandmother rose, and we walked in silence to the house,
which now shone white in the silver light of the harvest moon.
A. GIBSON.

PART II.

A Viaitor's Life at the Guest House-Characters to be met there-A View of the Work,
Contemplative aud Active-Memories of the Past.

In these deep !olitudes and awful cells,
"Where heavenly pensive contemplation dwells.
In these lone walls (their days eternal bound),
These moss·grown, with spiry turrets crowned.

HE hospicium forms a part of the large Abbey itself. The visitors'
rooms are plainly yet neatly f:urnished. Among the variety of visitors
to Melleray, many have been the slaves of vice, and many practical infidels.
To a person who knew little of the wonders wrought there, the reflection
must come -how many sighs of repentance from sorrow-stricken hearts have
echoed along these silent corridors, how many hot tears have fallen on the
simple wooden crucifixes when hardened hearts have been moved with compunction. On entering my room and examining the books in the small select
library I found there, I saw that visitors had overlooked the laws of propriety
in their anxiety to beg a passing prayer. In each there might be seen a few
pencilled scrawls asking a remembrance. From the many I glanced over I
shall select one which is vividly engraved on my memory, for it seems to
have been wrung from the heart of the writer; it ran as follows :-" For
God's sake, pray for a poor army doctor who had almost lost his faith." How
many have come to this peaceful abode, this house of sanctity, to rekindle the
lamps of faith, or strengthen themselves for future combats 1 Among my
fellow visitors, too, what a medley of character 1 Here you meet the fast
young man of fashion who is given up by his friends as hopeless. Here also
the wealthy farmer or merchant comes to make his annual retreat, and go
home to diffuse amongst his family the renewed glow caught at Melleray's
sacred shrine. Here old men, tottering on the verge of eternity, have come
"to husband out life's taper to its close" in · this abode of sanctity.
And here, in fine, may be met the fervent young priest, on whose hands the
consecrating oil is scarcely dry, coming to renew his enthusiasm before
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leaving friends and home, to labour on the American prairies or in the Australian bush. But amongst all who come, few ever leave Melleray without a
total change of ideas ; for if there be any place in the world where the mind
is thrown back upon itself, and its powers have full scope for deep reflection,
it is here, where the solemn majesty of religion, in its highest and most
sublime form, is surrounded by the mild grandeur of nature, where the mind is
brought perforce to see this life in its true colours, and to penetrate the veil that
hides the next. You feel as if you had laid down the cares, anxieties, and
thoughts of life, and, like the passenger in Charon's boat, bereave yourself of
everything that bound you to the past ; some mystic power grasps your
faculties and fixes them on the sterner problems of human existence. The
most hardened atheist cannot resist this mysterious influence. Morally you
no longer form a part of the outer world. There is scarcely a human habitation in sight ; not a sound breaks the solemn stillness of the place.
Everything the eye rests upon helps this influence, the spacious unadorned
building, the word " Eternity" written on every door. There are human
beings about us, true, but their presence is rather an incitement to meditation
than a distraction. The solemn tones of the bell are heard summoning the
visitors to vespers. A young man of fashion enters the church with them.
It is his first evening ; he crosses the church to his place as indifferently as
if entering the dress circle of a theatre. His eyes are attracted towards the
door as the monks enter, two by two. In many faces he sees the radiance of
an intelligence far superior to his own, mingled with humility of which he
knows little, while, with down-cast eyes and a deportment bespeaking deep
humility and recollection, the monks advance towards the altar. A strange
feeling has been stealing over our spectator's heart. The scales have fallen
from his eyes; for the first time he awakens to the fact that he is kneeling in
the midst of a sea of glory.

thing contributes to make it an hour of delicious reverie.
I fell into a deep
train of thought, which carried me back to the time of Ireland's meridian
splendour of sanctity, when she first merited the title of Insula sanctoi-urn et
doctorurn, to the days when the lustre of glory shed a golden blaze over
Europe. The last dying sound of the angelus bell intoned the sweet vesper
chant from hundreds of monastries and abbeys more extensive than Melleray.
Moisture bedewed the eyelids as imagination saw the crumbling walls and
ruined shrines of " Clonmacnoise,'' Holy Cross Abbey, and the desecrated
shrine of St. Canice. But enough of dreaming. It is two o'clock; the clear
notes of the Abbey bell ring through the night air. The brethern assemble
in the church to chant the di vine office. Their sacred songs break the
stillness of the morning as they ascend to the Almighty's throne in atonement for the world's sins.
Let us now look at the Monk active. His dress consists-if he is a
brother-of a coarse habit of brown woollen stuff, fastened at the waist with
a belt. If he be a priest, his dress is white ; no hat or cap is permitted; the
cowl is drawn over his closely-shaven head in summer to shade off the sun,
in winter as a shelter from the rain. The guest-master invited the late
arrivals to inspect the different departments. The first place we visited was
the Monks' refectory. The morning refection was prepared. Rows of white
mugs filled with water lined the tables ; beside each was a small piece of
bread and a white linen table-napkin. The rule of the Order forbids meat,
and only one meal is allowed in winter ; but in summer a collation is added.
The first meal is served about mid-day; and remember they are up and
working since two. The dormitory is a long, clean apartment, furnished
with small narrow beds ; these beds are composed of straw mattresses. Each
brother is shut off from the rest by a screen. They sleep in their habit, and
when dead are buried in the same. They all rise at two o'clock-winter and
summer. The divine office recited, and the Masses over, each repairs to his
allotted work. In a long street of slated houses the workshops are situated.
Almost every trade is represented by the Brothers. The shops are models of
cleanliness, and it amazes the stranger to see the activity and determined
enercry displayed by the brothers. The brother baker during the intervals
he has to spare makes beads. The smiths, carpenters, machinists are all
busy as possible, yet not a word is spoken, as perpetual silence is one of the
strictest rules of the order ; not a hasty look or vexed countenance is to be
seen; all is calm serenity. The same happy composure-the same perfect
consciousness that God's eyes are upon them-is as remarkable in the workshop as in the church. In every shop there is some scriptural quotation
suspended from the walls to keep the worker's mind on God. There is no
disorderly bustle, no intemperate hurry; everything is done quickly, yet with
that harmonious order that prevails throughout. Troops of brothers and
fathers with picks and shovels are filing off to the farm-yards. And here, let
me remark, there is no distinction of person or rank recognised. Even the
Abbot does not think it beneath him to ply the pick side by side with the
humblest lay brother. Happiness is visible in every countenance, but this
happiness is only the reflection of souls ravished, ns it were, with that holy
joy which the world can never give. No doubt, considering the mortification
and strict discipline practised by the monks, it is hard for people of the
world to understand this happiness ; yet, strange as it may seem, it increases
with their mortification. They look upon the necessities of life as things to
be taken, because existence and the rule require it, not as sources of
voluptuous pleasure. Their pleasures flow from other fountains-from doing
the will of Him who is continually before their mind, and from imitating
His footsteps as closely as possible. There are few orders in the Church
whose discipline has not been modified, or has more or less relaxed, according
to circumstances. But, could the great soul of Bernard look down from bis
bright starry abode, he would behold to-day the same rigorous discipline, the
·same enthusiastic fervour 1 that Bruno introduced among the barren crags

The visitors rise at half-past six ; Mass commences at half-past seven ;
and every morning solemn High Mass is offered for the dead. Visitors
breakfast at nine, and during this and every other meal a brother reads
a.loud the life of a saint. The meals are good, but not luxurious. All this
time silence is observed, and has been since the evening before. After meals
~ly is it broken for an hour.
No guest is allowed to visit another in his
room, and the strangest feature of the whole is that you may remain a fortnight, go away without paying a fraction, and you are as certain of as hearty
a wring from the guest-master's hand as if you were leaving after you a
twenty pound note. In justice, however, I must state that few avail themaelves of this privilege.
Let us now take a glance at the monks themselves. It is evening; the
dim twilight is fast developing into darkness as the brothers wend their way
in single file a.cross the plains leading towards the Abbey. A pick or spade
is under the arm of each priest or brother, as the case may be. Daep
interior recollection is seen on every face, as with down-cast eyes they walk
along, many a lip moving in silent prayer. They are returning after a long
day's work of draining the bogs or cultivating the fields. After their return
the angelus rings for vespers, and all repair to the church.
The organist
intones the first notes for vespers, and for an hour may be heard wave after
wave of solemn chant. The voices are well trained and in perfect unison.
If a brother sings a wrong note, he immediately leaves the choir and
prostrates himself before the Blessed Sacrament until the Abbot commands
him to rise. Such is the precision and solemn slowness with which the
office is recited, that O\'er an hour is spent in chanting what an ordinary
priest would say in a quarter. The last prayer is said, and with a calm
recollected demeanour the brothers retire to their pallets of straw. We
retire too, but not to sleep. The promptings of imagination are too strong,
the surrounding too suggestive, not to indulge in the sweet luxury gf musing;
not a sound is heard iiave the low murmur of the distant waterfall ; every-
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and foggy heights of Chartreuse, or which he himself diffused amongst the
forests. of Clairva~x. Ot~er founders often .forgot the fact that intemperate
zeal might prove impracticable and even disastrous to their success0rs, but
the case was far different with Bernard, that mighty soul of his infant order.
A little more and this sketch is completed.
In wandering among the
walls of Melleray's old College, the faces of many fond old friends seemed to
loom up before me, and many a well-known voice to echo through iti:: halls.
When I recollect the band of zealous missionaries and of honourable and
upright men that have issued from its classic halls to honor any circle fortune
destined them to move in, feeling oyerpowers me, and recollections crowd
upon me of many whom I was proud to call "friend," and others, too, on
-whom fortune never seemed to smile. ·when the autumnal moon silvered the
surro~nding groves, the recollections of a well-known feeling ballad came to
my mmd. It was written in a t.ruly pathetic strain by an old student, and
sung by every Melleray student smce. I shall quote one stanza which will
be recognised as an old acquaintance.
'
" Melleray, mount where oft I wandered,
Scenes of all my hopes and fears,
Shady groves where oft I pondered
O'er the freaks of boyhood's years,
Now my heart is filled with sorrow
Greater far than tongue can tell ;
E'er the sun shall set to-morrow
I'll bid thee a long farewell."
I have met ~elleray boys i~ ~very walk of life, and though, like other people,
they had their faults and failmgs, yet it would be difficult to find one who
has not c?nsecr~ted the dearest c~rner. of his heart to that abode of sanctity
and learnmg which first formed his mmd and moulded his character · and
though in after life the same have gone wrong, yet the early imp/essio~
engraven on their minds seldom failed to produce its effect. Could it be
otherwise, after being trained where the spirit of religion is cultivated in its
mos~ sublime form, where '.he whole is impregnated with the purest essence
of piety 1 Long have we lmgered here, but I hope not without profit, in this
sacred abode; but now we shall conclude in the words addressed by Prout to
that order he defended so nobly and loved so well.
" To the rnges I leave, here's a hearty farewell,
'Twas a blessing within their loved cloister to dwell,
And my dearest affections shall cling round them still.
Full gladly 1 mixed their blessed circles among,
And oh !. heed not the whispers of Envy's foul tongue,
If you hst but to her you must know them but ill."
SACERDOS.

"Now, blessings light on him th•t first invented sleep. It covers a man all over, thoughts
and all, like a mantle."-Do:"i" QUIXOTE.
~AGREE with you there, my good Don Quixote. No one but hewhohasspent
~ wakeful h?urs can properly appreciate the blessings of sleep. If one is

prevented by illness from sleeping well, it is only what one expects, and so
much sympathy is received in the morning that the troubles of the niaht are
atoned for. . But to lie awake when one is perfectly well, that is
of the
most ~rovokmg things I know .of. There is as little sympathy to be got as
the~e is when you tell a dream m the morning. I have long since given up
tellmg my dreams ; they never seem half so interesting to any one as to
myrnlf. To return to sleeplessness; I shall first tell you how I spent a
wa~eful hour some nights ago.
I awoke as the big clock on the stairs was
tollmg one-two-three ; very solemn it sounded, falling on the silence.
Well, I shut my eyes up tight, meaning to fall back in the arms of Morpheus
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at once ; but Morph';ius had not his ar~s ready, evidently, for I re~ained as
wide a.wake as if it had been three p.m. mstead of three a.m. My mmd went
trouble-gathering, and every little cloud in my happy life magnified itself till
I became quite alarmed, and wondered that I had not thought of all these
dark possibilities before. After ten minutes of this sort of thing, I said to
myself : "This will never do ; I must get rid of these cobwebs out of my
mind somehow." For a diversion, I lay very still and just listened to the
sounds around me. There was quiet, regular breat.hing from the sleepers
near · I envied them, wandering so peacefully in the land of dreams.
Pre~ntly there came a broken French phrase from the end of the dormitory;
there, thought I, is some conscientious creature who fancies herself in sch?ol
hours. My nearest neighbour tossed restlessly, and muttered somethmg
a.bout home ; another, close by, gave a soft little chuckle. Pleasant dreams
to you," said I, "no doubt you will be telling us that very amusing one
to-morrow." A long, unbroken silence after this, which seemed to last twentyfour hours or there abouts; no doubt it was fifteen minutes; then some one gave
such a siah--one of relief, it seemed. "You're dreaming that your school work
is done,?. quoth I.
Well, the dim lamp flickered on, t~rowing a ghas~ly
light on my red curtain ; there was a mysterious creakmg on the stairs
outside, as if the spirits of some "old girls" had come to revisit their Convent
home, and were tripping up the stairs as of yore ! What romantic thoughts
one can conjure up, to be sure, when there is nothing else to do for pastime!
How the wind did moan round the house ! How it sighed through the great
trees ! There would be a lull, then it would start off afresh, whistling down
the chimney, rattling the shutters and casements, and goinl? away again with
a little moa.n round the corner of the house. A lonely feeling crept over me;
my hand instinctively groped for the scapular round my neck; as I held it
fast I began "Hail Mary," but before the prayer was finished my eyelids
beaan to droop, droop, and I remember nothing more till I was awakened by
Si;ter's familiar "Benedicamus Domino," which so startled me that my" Deo
Gratias" came out in quite a wide-awake tone.
E. RYAN.
"Take notice," shouted the Inverary bell-man, "that the poat for
Glasgow will sail on Monday morning, God willing and weather permittin', or
on Tuesday whether or no."

~ooks

anh

~oohiuorms.

"Rooks and the man I sing."
TERATURE has long been recognised as one of th~ most powerful and
wide-spreading influences of modern civilisation. If a man evolves a
theory, thinks a new thought, or what seems to him to be new, he forthwith
embodies it in a book. Everything in the h!Javens, on the earth, or in the
earth is criticised, theorised about, and experimented on, and the result isa book. It is the receptacle into which are poured all the measures of science
and religion, the riches of the imagination, the most prized canons of art, the
deepest feelings and grandest thoughts of men-nay, their very souls; it is
the cradle of reform, the torch of revolution, the corner-stone of religion, the
channel of education ; in fact, the exponent of man's ideals and passions,
intellect and springs of action.
What a void we would experience if we were deprived of the priceless
boon of books! It is to them we look to raise our ideals, to teach us to live
our lives out nobly, and to plant that germ of truth which generates the
likeness of itself through all heroic duties. An earnest book overflowing with
great thoughts has often been the spark which set alight the greatness of
intellect and heart latent in men's nature. How truly Longfellow writes,
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®ht t.o a ~aiu iulJicg hrnltc in tgrouglJ my l)odgolcs.

"\\'hene'er a noble deed is wrought,
W'hene'er is spoken a noble thought,
Our hearts in glad surprise
To higher levels rise.
The tidal wave of deeper souls
In to our inmost being rolls,
And lifts us unawares
Out of all meaner_cares. "

I.

There are, on the other hand, certain classes of books pervaded by a
lawlessness of sentiment, and an utter disregard of morality, which blasts
all delicacy of feeling. The responsibility incurred by authors who write
books, which lower the standard of morals, instead of upholding it, which
corrupt and sensualise the public taste, is so immense that one stays one's
hand from casting another stone; but, besides the universally recognised
excuse that authors have their living to make, and must write what pays,
there is the plea that books but "hold the mirror up to nature," and which
pourtraying its higher capabilies must often prove its lowest depths. No
matter how we may sometimes shrink from the sombre shadows there
reflected, these books are not without a certain good in making us more
widely tolerant, not of evil, but of our poor frail human nature; but with this
minimum of good we will not rest satisfied. We all know that our actions,
as a rule, fall far short of our ideals ; but were our ideals lowered to accord
with our actions, the chances are we would not rise at all-so true is it that
"he who aims the sky shoots higher far than he who only means a tree."
While one may sing an eulogy on books, there is much evidence that bookenthusiam can be carried too far. For the mere bookworm there should be
no mercy. These dreamers do not estimate books for their own peculiar
value as a means to help them to a wider understanding, or learn from them
to turn their talents, or those of others to a nobler use. Neither do they
make the accumulated knowledge and wisdom of other people which they
have acquired fructify in worthy deeds, but they devour books wholesale
with voracious appetite, and let their energies lie till the habit - becomes
confirmed, and it is too late, even if they would, to rouse their listless powers.
Confirmed bookworms forsooth ! Yes, confirmed opium-eaters, and confirmed
drunkards, they are much the same; they all mean one who sinks in oblivion
all the great rtsponsibilities, the weighty trusts and duties of life, which are
incumbent on a human being. Yes, to them I would say with Romney
Leigh, "Work man, work woman, since there is work to do," etc. Yet one
would not, on any consideration, confuse book-lovers with bookworms. The
la~~r are idle dreamers, mere cumberers of the ground, who do not even
or1gmate dreams for themselves, but dream other people's dreams; while to
the former, books are the vessels from which they eagerly seek to quench
their thirst for knowledge, from which they drink deep draughts of wisdom
and of truth. It is through books a man widens his horizon, ripens his
judgment, enlarges his sympathies, and, in a true man, great thouahts
take
0
expression in great deeds, for
• , . Life, be sure,
Means head and heart. Both active,
Both complete, and both in earnest.

c.

O'LOGHLEN.

"What's o'clock, Pat," inquired a traveller.
"Next to nothing,"
answered the Milesian, with great confidence. "What do you mean 1" asked the
traveller. "Not quite one," replied Pat, "and follows in course that what is
not one is next to nothing."
thanks for nought, if you've no more,
And having all things, do not doubt
That nought, with thanks, is blest before
Whate'er the world can give, without.

GIVE

Audacious child of ocean !
Which makest wild commotion,
Out on your broad expanse ;
Hast thou not space
To run thy race,
And dance thy savage dance 1
II.

How darest thou stop in mid-career
To thrust thy damp cold nose in here,
Spoiling my clothes
And my sweet repose,
Making me quake with fear.
III.

Where were King Nep and Amphitrite
When thou wert going mad last night,
While the winds were shrieking,
The cordage creaking,
You billows howling with all your might1
IV.

Or what put it into your freakish head
To make such a spring on top of my bed 1
I woke with a scream,
From a dismal dream,
That I was drowned and dead.

v.
Did'st thou wish me to go to thy home with thee,
Oh ! fierce uncontrollable child of the sea 1
Would'st thou have me to ride on a dolphin's back,
On thy silvery crest in the moon's bright track 1
Or join in the revels of mermaids, and men,
And sirens, who'd ne'er set me free again 1
Say, would'st thou have brought me to gaze on those forms,
So ghastly and pale, the sad prey of thy storms 1
Or all the rich treasures untold, unexplored,
Which Neptune amasses and ever will hoard 1
VI,

No, none of these sights I wish to see,
Nor aught would I of thy company,
So begone to thy depths and let me be,
Thou rash uncontrollable child of the sea.
Begone, I say,
To thy brothers at play,
And henceforth presume thou
No more than they !
APOLOGIA.
Dear reader, excuse this ridiculous ode,
Formed on no particular plan ;
'Tis delightfully free _

From all rules, you may see,
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So please don't examine or scan.
I'll give thee full leave, if thy fancy is strong,
And if 'twill stretch that degree,
To picture the wave waiting patient and long,
To listen to this dull homily,
After which he demurely
Retires to the sea !
T. KENNEDY, E. de M.

OW I wish it would rain! I said to myself, as I sat one sultry day on
the verandah, trying to forget the heat, and reading an interesting
book. Presently I closed it, and took a look at the surroundings. Everything told of the severe drought, and I could not help thinking of one of
Father Ryder's poems, in which the following lines occur:" Deadly fair, deadly bright, the sky,
The fields grew brown, then wan,
And the cattle that fed thereon
"\Vere fevered, and starved, and dry. "

The poor flowers and trees fainted for a little moisture, and drooped their
heads beneath the sun's glare. The stream at the end of the garden-the
little brown stream that I loved so well-had dwindled away till it looked
like a thread in the sunshine ; and here and there boulders and stones, which
we had not known of before, were left high and dry. Only yesterday, we
children had found some poor, panting fish stranded on the bank, and had
thrown them back in pity to the water. The grass in the paddocks around
is looking more bleached every day ; it waves disconsolately now in the hot
north wind. Many people are suffering I know from this long drought ; the
wise old farmers shake their heads over "the bad look-out" and declare, as
they have done in every previous drought, that there never was so little rain
before. Well, I turn afresh to my book and read for another hour, then I
notice it is growing darker ; there is a bank of heavy clouds on the horizon.
Down goes the book, and in I run to report the welcome news. All the
afternoon we watch the clouds gather. By nightfall the sky is very black ;
curious forked lightning darts across at intervals, showing up the distant
hills · then comes the rumbling, roaring thunder, which makes the little ones
quak~. By way of comfort, nurse tells them it is God's voice. I should be
sorry to think His dear voice half so awful as the thunder. Now we hear a
patter, patter, patter on the dead leaves outside. Ye~, t~ank God, it is the
rain at last. I am sure we all breathed a Deo Gratzas m our hearts. The
blessed rain keeps on steadily through the night, and for the next week we
have to keep indoors, only running out between the showers. At last the
sun shines out once more, and Papa proposed a walk. Oh, how fresh and
pure the air was ! How the sunlight danced on the shining gum leaves !
Wee blades of grass were shooting up all over the paddocks. The birds sang
for very joy as if they would burst their little throats, and my dear old brown
stream foamed along over the stones as if it fancied itself a torrent. Everything, indeed, was refreshed, and one would have been a perfect heathen ~f
all this beauty did not raise the heart to the Lord who mac:te the earth so fair
again. As we looked around, other lines of Father Ryder's crossed my mind :
" The brooks are wild with glee,
And every withered sod,
Full filled with the wine of God,
Is merry exceedingly."
CULLINAN.

You find yourself refreshed by the presence of cheerful people.
not make earnest effort to confer that pleasure on others.

AST Christmas I went to see the Narracourte caves. Our party left
home at about three one afternoon. The ladies of the party stayed the
night at a station ; the gentlemen camped out beside a lake near by. Their
experiences there were not very pleasant, I believe, for they left early, arrived
at the caves at about six in the morning, and had them partly explored when
we arrived. The caves, which are about six in number, are in the Mosquito
Plains. The first one we explored is cal!ed Robertson's cave, from the man
who discovered it. We descended by steps eut out of the limestone rock, and
found it delightfully cool, although the day was very hot. The floor of the
caves is covered with sand, and a number of tree ferns have been planted
there. The light is dim, and in the distance, the stalagmites look like
kneeling figures; they are of different colours-pale blue, green, pink, and
yellow. The stalactites are covered with a kind of crystal, and sparkle
prettily. The next cave was known by the name of Bat Cave. It is about
sixty feet underground, and we had to descend to it by an almost perpendicular ladder. The top of the cave is hollowed out like the interior of a dome;
on first looking up one would think it was coated with black moss; but we
soon discovered that the supposed moss was 1n reality a collection of bats.
They fly about on being disturbed by the lights brought in by visitors, and .
often extinguish the candles with their :flapping wings. We were not in danger
of being thus left in the darkness, for the bats were not disposed to move,
though our lights must have disturbed them a little. In one of the caves is
a little empty niche with iron bars in front of it, underneath is written "The
Blackfellow's Grave." In the early days, a blackfellow was shot at and
wounded near the caves; the poor fellow crept into the niche and died
there. Some time afterwards his body was found petrified. The natives
stole it away, but it was recovered, put back in the niche, and iron bars
fastened in front. Again the blacks stole it away, and kept it this time. I
suppose they thought their countryman would not rest, even in death, away
from his own tribe.
It was late in the afternoon when we emerged from the last cave, so we
set out at once on our homeward way. There was a strange fascination about
these lonely caves that made me wish to visit them again some time ; their
very silence and mystery made them all the m_ore interesting.
M. HEARNE.

I

~ain, ~tautiful ~ain.

M.
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BNE morning, a little time ago, I seemed to have got out at the "wrong
side of my bed," for things went badly with me for half the day. "Can
all the world have changed since yesterday 1 " I thought; "things looked
bright enough then ; now there is a grey cloud over all. Doors will bang;
people will contradict me; plans I had set my heart on cannot be carried out."
Well, I must own it, I turned snappish, and people looked at me in polite
_surprise, and wondered what had happened to my temper.
At last it struck me to try the effect of a walk in the sunshine. It was
a glorious spring day. I donned my hat and set out alone. I declare, after
ten minutes walking, the fresh breeze rushing past seemed to blow away my
dulness and ill-temper ! Looking up at the wide vault of blue sky above me,
my petty troubles dwindled away till I could scarcely recognise them as
troubles at all, they seemed so trivial. TLe very flowers nodded their heads
cheerily, and seemed to say, " Be of good heart !" The great gum trees
waved their branches and rejoiced with every thing else in the warmth of the
spring day. Then I thought of Rosa Mulholland's "Rebuke."
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"Why are you so sad ? (sing the birds, the little birds)
All the sky is blue,
' Ve are in our branches, yonder are the herds,
And the snn is on the dew ;
Every thing is merry , sing the happy little birds,
Every thing but yon !"

I came to the conclusion that I had been rather foolish to lose so m~ch
time (and t emper) over trifles, and went back to the house, at peace with
myself and all the world agai~ .
.
Good reader t ake this piece of advice from me. If you ever feel dull
and cross for no particulai: reason- if you get an att~ck of '.' the blues," as I
did-try my simple cure and I am quite sure you will find 1t effectual.
'
T. McDONALD.

" A mother is a mother still ,
The holiest thing alive."

HAT a sweet, holy, solemn duty is a mo~her's ! To form the minds, t~e
hearts, the characters of her helpless little ones; to make or mar their
hves for they are in her hands.
.
'N o love is so pure and unselfish as a mother's. In other loves, sel~ is
not quite forgotten, but in a mother's it really seems to be so. ~others _thmk
nothing of sacrificing their health, their ea,se, their pleasures, if by domg so
their children are benefited. Can we wonder that in return they expect full
confidence and love 1 1£ a mother devotes h~rself heart and soul . to h~r
children, it must pain her sorely if they do not give her the first place m their
hearts and trust her with their hopes and plans. No one, not the deare~t
friend' can be as sympathetic as a really loving mother, because, as I said
.
.
.
befor:, no one is so unselfish in their love.
No one is so pitiful and forgiving when we come back hke httltl prodigals
after having strayed from the right path. The thought of '. ' mother" has
saved many a one from going off into "the far country" of sm and sorrow,
when nothing else would have kept them back.
Surely our mother should be our best friend. Sure~y it ought to ~e our
joy to help and cherish her as long as God leaves her with us. He Himself
has taught us by example this sweet duty ; for what m?t~er was ever more
honoured and loved than was our Blessed Lady by her divme Son 1
M. O ' DONNELL.

"~gicg ~ o ~ ou ~ refer ?"
" O woman ! in our homes of ease,
Uncertain, coy, and hard to please,
When pain and anguish wring the brow,
A ministering angel thon. "-·SCOTT.

"

URRAH ! my last year at school ! Good-bye to m_u sty old Latin and
dog-eared De Fivas ! I mean to have a good time now, a_s much
enJoyment as I can crowd into my day. So says a "girl of the per10d " at
the close of her school-life. She r eturns home, bent on he; ow!1 pleasure,
planning a round of amusements. After breakfast,. the skatmg-rmk, a rus~
t M lie 's for the latest novel luncheon at a £ash10nable restaurant, t enms
~:ti:s ; visits, a stroll up o~ down the " block, " th~n hom e _to ~ress for
~inner, and at night, a dance, ball, or the theatre.. Such IS her daily hfe. o~
the evening of such a day, a knock at her doors ~isturbs _her_, and. a brothers
voice says, in beseeching tones: "I say, Molhe, put a stitch m my coat,

will you 1 Her answer is, " Oh, don't bother ! I have to rest before dressing
for Mrs. B.'s" Another brother's, "I have got a hit in the eye with a cricket
ball " is greeted with "Why in the name of goodness couldn't you mind your
eye.\' Then, for she is not entirely heartless, she adds reluctantly, "l suppose
I must bandage it up for you-but be quick, for I have no time to lose with
you." A fashionable young person is in a perpetual whirl. There is no time
for the softer home feelings to pl!l-y their part, and she is certainly not preparing herself to diffuse peace and joy around her in a home of her own. She
is simply absorbed in running after amusement, and when weary of home
fl.its away on visits, here, there, and everywhere.
Let us contrast this gay butterfly with a girl of another stamp. Our
ideal is rather a rarity, so you must not wonder if she is carefully and
tenderly watched over in the home circle. Younger brothers and sisters
come to her with all their little woes, school scrapes, torn clothes, cricket or
marbles, and never fear a rebuff. She has sympathy for all, and is her
mother's right-hand in all household work. She does not neglect social duties
either ; indeed she is a very sunbeam among the young folk with whom she
mixes. She contrives to give some time each day to the accompli11hments
that have cost her so much time and trouble at school. When little clouds
rise in the clear sky of her life, she tries to banish them with a short prayer
or a thought gathered from the morning's meditation.
See these two girls together, the one richly and loudly dressed-loud in
manner as well. You notice in her a total want of that maidenly reser ve
which is noticeable in the other, and which t ells of innate refinement and
self-respect. P eople turn to stare rudely at the form er, but never hazard
more than a swift respectful glance at our young heroine.
" The best things that the best believe
Are in her face so brightly writ,
The faithless seeing her, conceive
Not only heaven, but hope of it."

1i1HE other day I was sitting by the window looking out on the dark and
cloudy sky, and listening to the monotonous sound of the rain heating
heavily against the pane. I had a book in my hand, but I am not sure that
I had read any of it. One of my com panions, who was standing near, asked me
what I was supposed to be doing, and how I would like to spend the day.
Then, suddenly remembering that it was silence hour, we both, at least I,
began to think. Several thoughts passed through my mind, and not a few of
them concerned the question I had just been a~ked . Well, I said to myself,
if it were a fine day perhaps I would play tennis or rounders, but, alas, it
is raining. Suddenly a thought struck me-the library-a capital idea-the
Tery place. Accordingly I betook myself to the large comfortable library,
and when I ent ered I was charmed with the quietness of the place ; and the
cheerfulness which the bright fire, burning in the grate, lent to the room
induced rue to draw an arm-chair before the fire, and prepare myself to revel
in the various kinds of literature which the library affords, undisturbed by
the pouring rain or ho wling wind. Having arranged my chair in a satisfactory manner, I went to inspect the book shelves, and although it is said
" variety is charming " I did not think so in this instance, as I was sorely
puzzled as to which of the numerous books I should begin with . On rather
a high shelf, Sir Walter Scott, Sha.kspeare, Lord Macaulay, and several others
caught my eye ; accordingly I got a chair and mounted it in order to reach a
book-although nature has blessed mewitha fair stature-but either imagining,
or really feeling, the chair inclined to overturn, I grasped the first book I
laid my hand on, which, to my great satisfaction, I found to be Longfellow.
I then seated myself comfortably in my chair and proceeded to enjoy my
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book. I began " Evangeline," and soon imagined . ~yself on an Americ~n
prairie-a witness of the whole scene- but as all v1s1ons must fade, so tlus.
The poem ended, and when I looked up I found that I had been carried away
by the poet's vivid descriptions. Longfel!oi''s Poems was not the only book
I enjoyed that day. When the lunch-bell rang I .felt quite sorry to be
obliged to leave the books, a~ I had ~oth amused and improved mysel~ by ~y
mornina with them. There is no ea~ier or better way to educate ones mmd
than by reading, and I think th11t to one who is fond of literature there is no
greater pleasure than a well-written book, especially when one is weatherbound, if I may use thA term, as I was on the day of which I have just
spoken, and on which I disc~vered that as ~uch pleasure could be procured
in the library as on the tenms court, and with much more profit. But, now,
a kind friend insists on my playing a game of chess with her. So here, dear
reader, I will leave you to imagine me deeply absorbed in that intricate game.
B. LOUGHLIN.

There is also a feeling of grim satisfaction in discarding the horrid old
matric. books, and substituting for them books of a more interesting and
varied type.
But the joys of matriculation, as well as every other joy, must pass
away and I for one must say good-bye to them for ever, with a certain
amou'nt of sorrow, but a much greater amount of joy ; and sincerely wishing
every success to all future candidates, with a heartfelt desire that the
examinations may not increase in difficulty, to you, "gentles all," as to
matriculation, I must say-Adieu.
B. GILCHRIST.
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"

VERY thing comes to the man who waits." Yes, even the results of
Matric., if the anxious student waits long enough; but he frequently
has to wait so long that he is tempted to be rather impatient, and whei: his
particular fifty is left for future consideration (we ~uppose) by t~e exammer,
and the succeeding fifty published instead, the anxious student is tempted to
be still more impatient, and moreover to grind his teeth and tear his hair in
rather an unbecoming manner. But he bottles down his wrath as best he
can, and resigns himself (why do I say "hi~se~f,"when unfortunate!~ "Sweet.
Girl Graduates" are not exempt from this literary torture) to wait for the
next number of the Argus. When at last the longdesired paper does appear
his cup of bitterness is filled to overflowing when he finds that through some
mischance or other his number is not published. But "never say die," ye
hapless sons of clay ; "while there 's life there '~ hope ;"and. if, as we suppos~,
this hapless son of clay has more than six subjects, he agam commences his
weary watching and waiting, his "heart grows sick with hope deferred " the
while.
0 ye· Professors, did ye but know the joy or sorrow which rests on your
fatal decision · did you but know the many bitter tears shed (or kept back
because the o'~ner thereof was too proud to shed them) over an ignominous
failure, I half think you might b3 tempted to be more merciful-.or careful,
which 1 Not that anyone would insinuate for a moment that mistakes are
ever made still there are circumstances over which people have no control,
which render it astonishing that some benighted candidate did not pass, and
likewise that some other unbenighted candidate did.
After all, with all its anxiety and study, there are the joys as well as the
sorrows of matriculation; and as the joys (provided of course one passes)
come after the sorrows thereof, I think, as a rule, matriculation leaves a.
favourable impression on the once anxioua student's mind. There is even
enjoyment during the examination-a feeling ?f supre~e satisfaction as
each exam. gildes peacefully off and fades away mto the dim memory of the
past; and when at last the exams. are over, and all the results out satisfactorily, the feeling of sublime happiness which the successful candidate
experiences is really sans pareille. He feels inclined to rejoice and exult
exceedingly to the end of his life; he is bewildered in the m~ze of congrati:lations, and wonders if there ever was anyone as happy as himself. If he IS
at all inclined to he enthusiastic, he gives vent to his feelings in a most
demonstrative way, and executes sundry performances "on the light fantastic

toe," much to the detriment of his shoes.
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NE of the most stirring events of the last half-year, or rather the only
really stirring event in our school annals during that time, was a visit
•
from the Irish delegates, Mr. John Dillon and Sir Thomas Grattan Esmonde.
From earliest morning of the 3rd of May, even the least emotional of us, was
conscious of an electric thrill of patriotism and enthusiasm, which ran through
the school, brightening our eyes, flushing our cheeks, and making our blood
tingle with unwonted excitement. Nor was this excitement abated, when
about mid-day, a stream of carriages containing our bishop, the delegates, and
a large retinue of the Catholic clergy and laity of Ballarat, drove gaily up the
avenue. These "most reverend, grave, and learned seigniors" were no whit
less excited than ourselves, but seemed animated with the selfsame spirit
as that which pervaded Loretto. Arrived in the school, the delegates were
welcomed with music and song, and one of our companions read an address, to
which Mr. Dillon made a short but pithy reply. He said that he was rejoiced
to find that the daughters of Irish parents in this distant land were being
trained to love their Faith and Fatherland with the same fervour as if they
had been born in the old land, and reminded us that R eligion and Patriotism
were twin virtues, which ever went hand in hand. Mr. Dillon entirely
fulfilled our ideal of what the leader of a great national cause ought to be.
He looks like a man whose whole life is devoted to one supreme aim. His
tall stature, pensive mien, and deep-set melancholy eyes, looking as if nothing
short of Home Rule could ever make them glad, are very impressive. As
the time at their disposal was very limited, the younger delegate did not speak,
which omission was a great disappointment. Indeed, we almost feel as if Sir
Thomas Esmonde were in some sense " one of us," for he is an old pupil of
Rev. Mother, who prepared him for his first communion. And it is recorded
that at the age of two years, he made his first speech at Loretto, Gorey, where
in baby language he thanked the "kind Rev. Mother, and kind, kind Sisters"
for the birthday feast they bad prepared for him. Brief as was the visit of
. the delegates to Loretto, it seemed to bring us into closer relations with the
old historic land, whose traditions and sorrows are so familiar to us, and we
counted it a great privilege to hear and see one of the most distinguished of
the national leaders. We would here note a little incident, which though
not exactly belonging to the delegates' visit to Loretto, does not seem out of
place. The children of the Redan primary school, touched by the account
Mr. Dillon gave of the sufferings of the little ones of their own age, evicted
from their poor cabins in Ireland, collected among themselves a little hoard
of pennies and sixpences, which amounted in all to about twenty-five shillings,
which they forwarded to Mr. Dillon, with many prayers for the success of bis
mission. Mr. Dillon received the children's gift with as much pleasure as
they had in sending it, and wrote them a letter telling them that it would be
acknowledged in the Irish papers. He also thanked them for their prayers,
to which he attributed much of his success.
A Western paper speaks of a wild turkey, shot by a gentleman weighing
twenty-three pounds.
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LOOKING ROUND.
" 'Tis pleasant, sure, to see one's name in print.
A book's a book, although there's nothing in it."

~ WANT to write something for the Eucalyptus Blossoms, still I am afraid
~ to try.
You see, I have lived all my life in the very heart of Mel-

:1

bourne, and there is nothing new to tell of that great busy place. If were
a little country girl it would be different; there are so many pretty thmgs to
tell about country life. I must only tell you a few of my thoughts about the
crowds I have so often watched passing up and down the street. You see so
many classes of people hurrying along-the rich and poor, b.egg~rs and fine
ladies all intent on their own business. What a strange thmg it would be
if we ~ould see the thourrhts of other people! they would all be different; as
different as are the face~ of the passers-by. I am sure no two faces are alike.
One sees strange figures and faces in a street. I have sometimes wondered
that such odd-looking creatures would venture out in the crowd, but I suppose
they know that everyone is too busy about their own business to notice
much. I am so sorry for the country people that could not come to see the
great Exhibition; it was wonderful, and the Picture Gallery was so lovely.
Next time I write for the Blossoms I hope to have more to tell.
M. WARNE.
ON MY PETS.
~ HA VE so many pets. I have a dog, and a cat, and a kangroo.
I like
~ little pets very much indeed· ; I don't think anyone could help liking
them, do you 1 The kangroo is a very funny animal, and l am sure that .if
you had not seen them before you would be afraid of them._ Some cats will
spring at you and scratch your face or hands, and some will not. Perhaps
you will be coming out of a room and walking along, and suddenly a cat
will spring out on you. I think you will like to hear about some dogs.
Well, we have four of them at home, and mine is a little white dog. There
is a big Newfoundland ; it is black and white, and it came from Sandhurst.
Then the other two dogs are nice too ; one is a water spaniel, and one a fox
terrier, which jumps very well, and it is being taught to fetch and carry.
The besl of all my pets is the baby. I was very sorry to leave them all, a.nd
I hope the time will pass quickly till I go home to them again.
A. NEWMAN.
A THOUGHT.
UR Blossoms may be compared to the great tree whose name they bear,
in so much that the journal, like the tree, has roots, atem, branches,
leaves, and blossoms. First of all there is the root with its small fibres
represented by the insignificant compositions written by all of us. young~r
children. Reverend Mother's letter is the stem of our tree ; we chng to it,
for it supports and strengthens us. The leaves and branches are represented
by the essays of the more grown girls ; they spring from the careful teachings
of our dear good mistresses, and often yield a grateful shade to Loretto girls
who are out in the glare and heat of the day. The blossoms mean the good,
pure thoughts which we hope some may derive from reading our little magazine.
A. MOONEY.
ON MY TRAVELS.
HOUGH I am only a little girl, I have done some travelling in Europe,
and this is more than some big people can say. Being a little girl, I
can't write much about what I saw in my travels, but what I .do remember I
shall tell you. The Suez Canal, which we sailed up, is very narrow; so
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aa.rrow, that from our vessel papa could throw biscuits to the Arab children
on the land ; they ran after our boat like little wild things. I remember at
Port Said I was very frightened because the Arabs were calling out so
loudly to one another; I thought they would surely fight. When we got
ashore we walked about the streets, and I don't know if you will believe me
when I tell you the footpath was in the middle of the road. Well, we all
went to a large hall where some young French girls were tilaying very nicely
on violins; then we were tired and thirsty, so papa took us to a ca/e; the
waiter there told him the price of a cup of coffee was two shillings ! that was
dear, wasn't it 7 The milk he brought us was asses' milk, and the thought of
that was enough; we went away then. We reached Naples at about ten
o'clock at night.
I was asleep, but mama called me up to see Mount
Vesuvius, which was in action. I am afraid I was too sleepy to admire it
very much ; it was unfortunate, too, that I was so very sleepy, because I
may never see Mount Vesuvius again. What I rem em her most distinctly
of all we saw in Germany are the fairs, which were held in every town and
village; held on Sundays too, which I thought was the strangest thing about
them.
I know there was always a great crowd of country people at these
fairs, chattering and pushing past us ; I was too small to see over their heads.
Really, I am tired writing about my travels now. If I go again when I am
a big girl I will keep a splendid diary, put down everything I see, and send
it to the Editress.
M. CASEY.
AN AUTOBIOGRAPHY.
mrRST of all I must tell you the different stages I passed through before
I became what I am now. Under the skies of a tropical country you
might see a plantation of pretty-looking trees, the negroes piercing the bark
and receiving a milky fluid into wooden bowls or whatever e.lse they happen
to use. This is my first appearance. Now you are in a workshop, and there
you see me being made into the round thing they call a ball. From the
workshop I am sent to the toyshop window ; pretty playthings are all around
me, but none have come from the tropics, only myself and my companion
balls. I take the fanoy of a child of seven or eight years; she buys me, gives
me an affectionate squeeze, and takes me to her home, where I am well
enough treated. Soon, alas ! my little mistress gets tired of me and hands
me over to the other children to play tennis with. From that time my life
was spent on the tennis lawn; I saw some merry games played there and
heard a few quarrels too ; I was hit about with a thing they called a racquet,
and if I did not hop over the net or did not land in the right court, how hard
they would knock me over next time ! I said to myself one day, "I shan't be
treated in this way any longer; I shall hide from them and have a peaceful
!if~." My chance soon came. Having received a terrible blow (they called
it a volley) from one of the boys, I sprang not on to the court but into the
hedge near; but I was not to be spared, the children hunted till they found
me and led me the same life as before. For a month this went on and then
I i;nade a fresh plan-I would commit suicide! Just as I was planning how
this was to be done a hard kick from a great boy'• foot broke in my side, and
I lay on the grass-dead.
QUEENIE.

M

A gentleman ordered his man to call him up at six o'clock; but he
awoke him at four. Being asked the reason, he replied-" I came to tell
you that you have two hours to sleep.
As the moths around a taper,
As the bees around a rose,
As in sunset, many a vapour,
.
So the spirits group and close
Round a Lout a holy childhood, as if drinking its repose.
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<!r.ornauonb.ence.
LORETTO OF NIAGARA FALLS.
EAR SISTER STUDENTs,-How pleased I am to be called upon to thank
you, in the name of my companions, for your kind invitation to contn ute to your Eucal11ptus. Right gladly do I set about the agreeable task,
hoping you will b'e as pleased with our contributions as we were delighted
with yours. Indeed, this communication may be the means, in future years,
of bringing forth a valued friendship ; at least, for the present, we will no
longer be strangers. How pleasant it is to think, that though separated by
half the convex world, we can regard each other, not only as friends, but can
claim the sweet title of sisters-being children all of dear Loretto. We have
endeavoured to introduce you to our loved home by the roaring cataract; later,
we shall have the happiness of bringing you to a more intimate acquaintance
with the convent itself. Now, my dear Sister Students, wishing you an
abundant share in the graces and blessings of this holy season of Lent,
followed by the pure and holy joys of a happy Easter-tide,-I remain,
sincerely yours,
LIZZIE MULDOON.
Niagara Falls, Ont., March 17th, 1889.
OM a window in my stately Convent home I look out to behold Nature's
sublimest spectacle, the Cataract of Niagara. For a moment I am
spe I-bound, and an awful sense of the omnipotence of the Creator overwhelms
me. I glance far up the river, and how peacefully those waters flow; farther
down are fierce currents, then the rapids, with mad waters dashing, foaming,
hurrying towards the precipice over which they leap into the yawning abyss
below. How like the life of man-that calm river above, whose limpid
waters reflect the smile of heaven, speaks of childhood's happy days when no
cloud obscured the bright morning of life-the rapids recall the struggles,
and cares, and sorrows of life, which hurry man on to the great precipice
over which he falls into the sea of eternity. Again I see the rainbow span
those crystal waters and the spray rising like incense to heaven, bringing to
my mind the beautiful idea of our late beloved Archbishop, who compared
the high rock over which the water falls to the Altar of God, the rainbow to
the lights that burn before Him there, and the spray to the prayer which in
this famed spot ascends as ceaselessly as the spray itself before His throne ;
for, in this holy institution, in which Perpetual Adoration has been established,
devoted hearts are ever bending in worship and pleading for their fellowcreatures who are still battling in the fierce conflicts of life, but above all for
poor sinners whose wild passions are hurrying them on to destruction, and
in this they are joined by the holy and loyal sons of Our Blessed Lady of
Mount Carmel, whose monastery was erected on this spot for that very end.
Between the two Convents is to be seen the humble little Church of Our
Lady of Pt:ace, where many a weary heart has indeed found a lasting peace.
Everything conspires to render this scene beautiful-glorious skies, quiet
woods, verdant islands, set like emeralds in the sparkling waters. Nor is
summer alone unrivalled in her charms. Niagara in her crystal winter garb
is a sight never to be forgotten-elsewhere the ice-king may be supremehere he is defied, and in revenge he covers trees, banks, and shrubbery, but
he cannot conquer those mad waters. Yes, the world has many wa.terfalls
and cataracts, but only one Niagara.
MARY DOUGHERTY, E. de M.
Loretto Convent, Niagara Falls, March ] 5th, 1889.
"THE MAID OF THE MIST."
EAR READERs,-Kindly allow me to introduce to you the "Maid of the
Mist." She is a beautiful dainty little sprite, saucy and daring, never
shrinking from danger, but steers surely and proudly through mists, rocks,
and rapids. Will my readers like to accompany me on an imaginary journey
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in this lovely little vessel ~ I shall take it for granted that they do, but
before we reach it we are taken down an inclined railway in curious little
ca.rs . the ride is very enjoyable, resembling tobogganing very much. When
we ;each the foot of this railway we find the boat waiting for us; it has in
front the figure of a beautiful maiden with a dauntless, daring look, which
is characteristic of the boat. We board the vessel and find ourselves in a
faultless little cabin, beautifully furnished with cushioned velvet seats,
pictures, mirrors, &c. ; the very counterpart of a cosy littlA parlor. We may
remain here if we wish, or if we prefer going on deck, we are provided with
rubber suits and hats for the occasion ; these are necessary to protect us
from the heavy fall of the spray. Now we mount the stairs that lead to the
deck and look around us. We are first inclined to laugh at the very
gro~sque appearance of the other passengers in their suits and hats, but
when we remember that we look equally strange to them, we wisely refrain.
Now the real enjoyment begins, for the boat has commenced her journey.
We pass immense rocks, so large that if the boat were to strike them she
would be dashed to pieces; but do not let us think of danger, it would mar
our pleasure. We go on until we are nearly under the falls, then the boat
begins to be "rocked in the cradle of the deep." The fall is so rapid, and
the force so terrific, that under it the water seems to be a perfect whirlpool.
The boat steers surely and proudly through this and continues her journey.
The surrounding scenery is sublime; we look up and see the grand cataract
thundering over rocks more than 70 feet high ; the roar of the water is
deafening ; we are lost in wonder at the grand work of nature. The boat
sails on until the circle is completed, and arrives at the wharf again, and
we have made our little tour in the brave "Maid of the Mist."
PHILOMENA MCKENNA.
Loretto Academy, Niagara Falls, March 17th, 1889.
PRAISE.
[From our little Irish Sisters. Loretto Abbey, Gorey.]
" Fame is the spur that the olear spirit doth raise
(That last infirmity of noble mind)
To scorn delights and live laborious days. " -MILTON.

HAVE just read your essays in the Eucalyptus. Need I say the one
which touched our hearts most sensibly was that which treated of our
late loved Reverend MothAr. You all seem to be such accomplished essayists
that I have been sorely tempted to consign my feeble attempt to the flames .
My companions, however, have induced me to relinquish this idea ; they
say-" Send it, for our Australian sisters love Ireland and the Irish ; and
even if your composition is not all we should wish it to be, they will look
kindly, not critically on it." Following their advice, I send you a few words
on " Praise."
Praise in itself is neither good nor bad. It is only wrong to love praise
when it interferes with our love of God, or our duties towards Him. It is
wrong to seek for or love the praise of the corrupt world. If the world at
large took a correct and religious view of things, its praise would not be
wrong. Did the world admire what God admires; did it consider humility,
for instance, a beautiful virtue, and pride a vice ; did it condemn that
spirit of conceit and sensitiveness which is called love of honour; did it
think little of temporal prosperity ; did it prefer goodness to gifts of
intellect ; did it appreciate patience, meekness, gentleness, conscientiousness,
firmness-then there would be no sin in our seeking its praise, and though
we ought still to love God's praise above all, we might love the praise of the
world as the praise of good people. But since the contrary is the case, and
the world is deceitful, we should not seek its praise. We cannot enjoy its
praise and God's praise, as · we cannot serve two masters opposed to each
other. 'l'o bea,r the bl11ome of the world is hitrd, but to he11;r its ridicule i-s

I
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harder still. If we are doing our duty neither should affect us. We cannot
please everybody, and the result of trying to accomplish this impossibility
will be that we shall please nobody. Let us rouse ourselves then, and turn
from man to God.
What! shall we fear th e judgments of men when
we are on our death-beds 1 The world's praise or blame will be of little
consequence to us then, if we have done our duty and earned the praise of
K. BoLGER.
God.
HOW WE SPEND OUR FIR8T FRIDAYS.
"The persons who spread this devotion sh all ha ve thei r names written on My Heart,
never to be effaced. "
~
~

HOPE, my de~r Austr~lian Sisters, that you will not consider me very
presumptuous m speakmg to you of the devotions for the First Friday.
I know you are far advanced in all practices relative to the Sacred Heart ·
indE:ed, your leaflet, which we used on our last First Friday, is quite sufficient
to prove to us how ardently you love, and how earnestly you seek to console
and to promote the interests of "that Heart which has loved men so much."
We begin our First Friday devotions by the Holy Hour (which a great
number of us make on the preceding Thursday). from six p.m. to seven p.m.
When we first took up this devotion only seven or eioht
oirls joined it but
0
0
such is the force. of example, that_l~st month nearly the whole school 'gave
that proof of ~heir love to .our D1vme Lord. Next morning we approach
Ho~y Co~nrnumon, a~d our li.ttle Cha~el looks quite . festive with its array of
white veils. Adoration begms at nme a.m. and 1s continued till six p.m.
Each child spends twenty minutes before the Blessed Sacrament. The
adorers wear red silk sashes, to which are attached badcres of the Sacred
Heart. In the evening we have a meeting in the schocl; M. M. Xavier
presides, recites the Act of Consecration and the Litany of the Sacred Heart.
A pretty hymn follows. At seven p.m. we have Benediction of the Blessed
Sacrament. This finishes our devotion, and I may add without hesitation
that we all retire to rest feeling better and happier children for our feebl~
attempt at reparation.
C. M. MoLONY.
LORETTO CONVENT, ALBERT PARK.
EAR READERS,-! am not at Mary's Mount this year, nor can I call myself an old pupil, but as I am a pupil of Loretto of Our Lady of
the Angels, South Melbourne, I suppose I can claim a corner in the
correspondence
I will try to give you an idea of our new establishment, but you must
remember it is only a beginning, and do not expect it to be like your grand
Convent. The ground is very limited, and the house small, and so in consequence, is the _number of children. vVe pray every day that we ~ay get a
large house with plenty of ground, but this I am afraid will not be easily
procured. The first day there were about twenty of us, and I can assure you
we all felt quite proud of being the first to attend the Melbourne Loretto,
and we thought how grand we first girls will be in a few years, when we
shall have a large con vent, and can tell all the new girls of the opening day
in the firBt Loretto Convent in Melbourne; how happy we were, and what
merry recreations we spent in our little play-ground. Though the house is
so small, we have a very pretty little chapel, in which are two beautiful
statues-one of Our Lady, and the othe.r: of the Sacred H eart. During the
month of May, Our Lady's statue was very prettily decorated with an arch
covered with white tulle and white flowers. It was quite a picture.
We
kept the vases filled with fresh flowers, but they are so scarce in winter that
artificial flowers often become a necessity. I will now tell you of some of
our little May devotions. We had little leaflets on which we wrote our acts;
every day after instruction we sang a little hymn and placed our acts at the
feet of Our Blessed Mother. We grown girls have a classroom to ourselves,
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and are rather glad to be away from the little ones, .as w~ can study all the
better by ourselves. The little ones have a very bright httl~ room to, themselves on the walls of which are some pretty pictures; one is a dolls teaparty.' On the first of May we had a pleasant surprise. We were sent o~t
to the garden at half-past eleven; there we played games and cha~ted till
twelve, when we were invited to the schoolroom, where we found a mce lunch
laid out for us. Is not Reverend Mother good ~ . The rest of the day we
spent very merrily, and danced to our hearts' content. ~~fore the Blossoms
come out some of us shall, I trust, have got into the sodahties ; our names are
up. Now you will not have any letter if it is too long, so I shall say goodbye hopincr that we children of Loretto of Our Lady of Angels may ever be
as ~ood and happy as our sisters in. Mary's Mount, to whom w( offer our best
M. 0 DONNELL.
wishes for the feast of Saint Aloysius.

EAR SISTER CoRRESPONDENTs,-Only the other day we were regretti.ng
that no tidings had come from ?ur ~merican Sisters, and had qmte
given up hope of receiving any contribut10ns from you for ~he Blossoms.
When your kind letter and the two essays came we were surprised as. well ~
pleased to find that we were remembered so far .away. Our magazme ~111
indeed do a good work, if it is the means of creatmg a sympathy and uruon
between children of Loretto scattered over the world. It seems only natu:al
that we should have this feeling of union sinee we are all branches and twigs
of the one great tree, the Institute .of our dear Blessed Lady. What a
magnificent view you must have . of Nrngara, an~ how you must love your
beautiful Convent home · we qmte envy you seemg every day the wonderful
spectacle you described ~o vivi~ly. As for the dainty sprite,. t~e "Maid of
the Mist,'' we can fancy few thmgs more pleasant than 3: sail m her ?own
your beautiful river. Now ~hat !ou have broken the ice, metaphoncally
speaking, we hope that you will wnte to us at least once a year for the future.
You will not disappoint us~
Thanks to our little Irish Sisters for their compositions. At present we
hardly merit all their praises, but must do our best to live up to the high
opinion they have evidently formed of us.
Hoping our South Melbourne correspondents will remember us and our
Blossoms at the end of the year,
We remain affectionately,
THE LORETTO CHILDREN OF MARY'S MOUNT.

FEBRUARY 7Tn.-School opened ; all are glad to be back at dear Loretto
again. Many of the old girls have returned, and new ones have come. We
were greatly amused at the astonishment of the girls who had not heard of
the entrance of some of our companions of last year, and would not believe
it when we told them of it, looking on it as a joke; it was really amusing
when they met the said young ladies in postulants' dr~ss. B~t their feelin~s
were still more wrought on when they saw S. M. Regis and S. M. J. Stamslaus ; the sceptics then ~egan to fear for their own safety. My private
opinion is they have nothmg to fear.
FEBRUARY 9TH.:.._ We have all our goods and chattels unpacked, and are
busy marking clothes and arranging desks and cabinets in our spare time.
FEBRUARY l lTa.-More 'c hildren returned.
Regular school-work to-day.
The classes settled. Matriculators begin to study earnestly ; their examinations being only nine weeks oft. I hope they will pass,
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FEBRUARY 14TH.-The divisions arranaed · there are four this year.
Two more new children have appeared on th~ sc~ne.
FEBRUARY 16Tn.-We have confessions to-day for the first time since
our return. We are all so sorry to lose our kind friend and director Father
J. Cleary ; Father Henry Cleary takes his place. Great excitem~nt over
t~e ~hange of desk places.
Some of the grown girls promoted to the
dignity of first school desks.
FEBRUARY 18TH.-Children still dropping in. With regard to the new
ones, " the cry is, still they come."
FEB~UARY ~6TI1.-Miss McDonald (S. M. Barbara) and two of our old
scho.ol friends, E. Grano (S. M. Loyola) and M. Tobin (S. M. Ignatius) were
received. R:ev. Father_ Plunkett, C.S.S.R., preached. During the ceremony
we all knelt m the corridor, visitors being in the chapel.
FEBRUARY 27TH.-Had a long sleep, and enjoyed it.
.
FEBRUARY 28TH.-Slight diversion made by having our places cha~ged
rn th~ refec_tory. All are busy now filliug up their work-albums, which will
contai_n specimens of eve:y sort of plain sewing, knitting, and also the method
of domg th.em. A. Gibson came back ; is much surprised at all the improvements rn the place.
MARCH lsT. - First Friday of the month. Each went as usual to
the chapel for our quarter hour's Adoration.
Had Benediction of' the
Blessed Sacrament.
MARCH 6TH.-Ash Wednesday. Lent brought tte usual changes in our
day's programme.
MAR?H 8TH. -First Friday of Lent. Went round the Stations of the
Cross, which are now hung in the corridor; we have ample room there.
MARCH 10TH.-First Division soiree passed otf well. They had a scene
from Shakspeare's "Coriolanus "-the one in which the hero interviews his
mother.
MARCH l 3TH.-We begin taking notes and making extracts from our
.
library books.
. MARCH 17TH.-St._ Patrick's Day. The children sang at Mass with the
choir._ Had an entert~i~ment for our Irish Nuns; it consisted of music on
the_piano, harp, '.1nd v~olms, a melody and a scene from the life of St. Patrick,
which was described m some charming verses by Miss Duffy. Reverend
Mother. gave .us each a lea~et on which was a prayer for Ireland; they had
been prmted m our own prmting press, and so were made more precious to us.
M~HCII 18Tn.-Feast of St. Gabriel.
T. Donnelly, N. Douglas, B.
Lougblm, E; .Cameron, and M. A. ~yan '"'.ere made children of the Holy
Angels, and 1. McDonald and A. Hill received the aspirante ribbon. Cissie
Fynn returned and was consecrated a Child of Mary with Miss B. McDonald.
Rev. Father Cleary gave a short exhorta~ion after the ceremony.
. . MARCH 19TH. - ·Had two Masses this morning, singing at the second
_which was celebrated by Father Logan, assisted by Monsignor Hoyne A~
it was_ Father Logan's first Mass he gave us each his blessing after it.' The
~ost ~~por~ant event of the day to us is C. Fynn's entrance ; her name
m rehg10n is S. M. Augustine.
, MARCH 20TH. - We h_ad a contest in rounders in the afternoon ; Mary
0 ~onnell was the captam of the Australian side (which won) and S
'
'
Wigmore of the Irish side.
. MARCH 22ND.-A novena of acts of silence begun to obtain rain
which . we hear is so sadly needed.
Matriculators begin studying at
recreat10n hour every evening. The exams. are very near.
MARCH 25TH. -The feast of the Annunciation. We were so glad when
Reverend Mother came to the school for instructions this evening.
M~RCH_ 26TH.-:-Began a ~ovena of processions in honour of St. Joseph,
to obtam ram. This loo~ as if we were not making the novena of silence
well,
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MARCH 27TH.-We were divided into four schools-the first under the
protection of the Sacred Heart ; second-our Blessed Lady ; ~hird- St.
Joseph; and fourth-the Holy. Angels. E~ch sc~ool has a meetmg once a
week, at which the sister, who has charge of it, presides.
MARCH 30TH.-Had the monthly examinations in music. Old girls will
have a lively recollection of this ordeal, so often gone through in their own
school-days.
APRIL lsT -E. McLean and M. Boland returned-hope there was
nothing symbolical in the date.
APRIL 2Nn.-Bad a procession through the grounds.. We carried a
picture of Our Lady of Perpetual Succour at the head of it. This picture
had received a special blessing at the hands of the Pope.
APRIL 3Rn.-Rain at last! We concluded in our humility that our
prayers brought it. Si~ter does not seem to think it was our silence.
APRIL 13TH.-Reverend Mother and M. M. de Sales .went to the
Melbourne Loretto; hope they may soon come bac~ to us.
APRIL l 7TH.-Easter exams. are over, to the JOY of all.
APRIL 18TH.-Holy Thursday. Adoration of the Blessed Sacrament all
day. The altar of repose ueautifully adorned as usual ; several of us allowed
to rise at the Holy Hour.
APRIL 19TH.-Good Friday. The usual representation of Calvary,
which old girls will remember so well, was erected in the sacristy;_ ~e all
visited it at three o'clock. In the evening, under the Cal vary, a mmiature
sepulchre was arranged; in the centre rested a u:iarble figure of the dead
Christ at the head and feet of which was an adormg angel ; Our Lady by
the side. Round the Cross on Calvary was draped the winding-sheet.
APRIL 20TH.-Holy 8aturday. Weren't we glad when the long ceremonies were over, and our tongues let loose again after the restraint of t~e
last two days. We joined heartily in the Te Dewn sung by the ~hoir.
Some children went home for Easter .
APRIL 2lsT.-Easter Sunday. As usual a joyful day at Loretto. The
Nuns from the day-school are here. The children amusit~g thems~lves at
tennis, games of chess, draughts, cribbage, &c., or readmg, playmg, and
dancing.
APRIL 22Nn.-Holiday. Late Mass. All sorts of fun going on.
APRIL 29TH.-School duties begin again.
Mr. Price resumed his
painting lessons.
MAY lsT.-Our Lady being Queen of the May, two ~aids _of honour
were voted for. A. Gibson and L. Kenny chosen ; they laid their wreaths
at Our Lady's feet when the procession was over.
.
.
• MAY 3Rn.-Much excitement at the news that Mr. Dillon and Sir T •
Esmonde were to visit us during the day. They arrived at 11 o'clock, accompanied by Dr. Moore and several Priests and gentle~en . An address _was read
by A. Gibson, and " Erin, my Country" sung with an accompamment on
harp, piano, and five violins. Mr. Dillon spoke to us in a few well-chosen
words and thanked us for the welcome. We got a half holiday.
MAY 4TH.-Mr. Dillon's short speech must have impressed us all, for
Ireland and the Irish are the topics of conversation ever since. I am sorry
Reverend Mother was not here to meet him and her old friend, Sir T.
Esmonde.
MAY 6TH.-Matriculation exams. begin. B. Gilchrist, S. Wigmore, and
B. Loughlin are the candidates.
MAY llTH.-Examinations over. Matriculators feel entitled to a few
days' rest, and are taking it, much to the envy of non-matriculators.
.
MAY 12Tn.-The little ones have begun again to amuse themselves with
the invalid carriage; by this means any one in the division who ~ikes it c~n
have a pleasant ride, and those who push and pull the little carnage get rn
a regular glow.
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MAY 13TH.-Tricycle is really gone to be mended; I wish 'twas back,
we could have a ride as well as our junior friends.
MAY 20TH.-Had our first dancing lesson from Miss Coffey.
MAY 22ND.-Professor Chilver Wilson gave his first singing lesson here.
MAY 27TH.-Great rejoicings when we learned that our three
Matriculators had passed very creditably; two of them taking honours in
English, French, and History ; one, honours in French and English. They
now belong to the Domestic Economy Class, in which they q,re joined by three
or four others. Sister thought to-day, Rev. Mother's Profession feast, was a
propitious day for beginning our course of instructions in Domestic Economy,
since Rev. Mother takes such an interest in this class, considering it one of
the most useful we have. It is pleasant to think we are not the only Loretto
children rejoicing ; two of the students from the Dawson Street Training
College having also passed very successfully. We heartily congratulate them.
MAY 30TH.-Ascension Thursday.
Had Exposition of the Blessed
Sacrament from. twelve till six p.m. The altar was beautifully adorned.
Twenty-one little children from the Redan school came to the Exposition ;
they had made their first Holy Communion in the morning. They had
luncheon here and amused themselves playing about the grounds till evening.
JUNE lsT.-Our first number of the Graphic has arrived; we are to get
it regularly now ; we like to see the pictures, and our dear Rev. Mother
wishes us to be au courant with what is taking place in the busy outside world.
With the Graphic, .Advocate, and Saturday's Argus I think we shall be well up
in the news of the day.
JUNE 7TH.-We did get a surprise this evening, and such a pleasant one.
At six p. m. about twenty of us were told off and sent to the classrooms,
with the injunction to take note-books with us; we were just seated
comfortably in our places waiting when our new professor, Mr. Wall, entered
to give us a lecture on astronomy. The lecture this evening was on the
"moon;" it was most interesting and instrnctive. Mr. Wall has kindly
promised to bring his telescope whenever the weather is favourable for making
observations, and to let us see the moon, Jupiter, Saturn, and other wonders
of the heavens. Don't you "old girls" envy us 1

!\thithr of ~oohs.
THER P eople is a charming tale by Stella Austin; it is suitable for old
and young, and is very brightly written. From the many beautiful
thoughts which abound in the book we shall take two. This one particularly
struck us : "A part of suffering of our fallen nature is the yearning atter
perfection in ourselves and others and things around us. It is a longing for
· - a perfection which will only be realised when 'awaking after His likeness, we
shall be satisfied with it.' " Another thought we admired was this : " God
has placed us in this world not that we might shut ourselves away from all
that is jarring and unpleasant, but that taking our parts manfully among
'other people,' we might share their burdens, bear their sorrows, and by
doing so lighten our own."
To those who care for books of travel, I can recommend two, well worth
reading, though they are by no means new. One is ~Roth en ; 01·, Travels in
the East, by Kinglake, the well-known author of "The Crimea." His English
is perfect, his word-painting vivid and never wearisome. The other book is
by Lord Dufferin, is called Letters from High Latitudes. In these letters he
tells of a trip taken in his yacht to Iceland and other northern parts. He
describes the geysers well, and tells many curious northern customs which
are interesting to know of.
Zenobia, by the Rev. Wm. Ware, carries us back to Rome in the time
of Aurelian. It is written in the form of letters from Palmyra to,Rome.
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Z~nobia's love of her people, and her ambition, which caused her downfall,
are well brought out. The book is a good sketch of the times.
Any who enjoy translating will find Etienne Marcelle's works entertaining; also E. Souvestre's. His Philosopl1ie sous /es toits is a favourite of
ours. It is written in the form of a diary; and the author enters into the
feelings and thoughts of others deeply and well. All the tales written by
Mme. Zenaide Fleuriot are pleasant reading- there is an originality about
her characters. Alix and Les Pierls d' Ai'gile are good specimens of her style.
In thfl way of poetry, we recommend the Vagrant Verses of R . Mulholland as being likely to please.
For the young people who do not read translations, travels, &c , we may
mention Stu11qis, by Stella Austin. The adventures of the said Stumps were
much enjoyed by our little ones, who also appreciated Jfothe1· Bunch, by the
same author.
Mrs. Burnet.t's "Little Lord Fauntleroy" has rivals now in Samh Crewe
and Editha's fiwgla1" The story of Sarah Cr·ewe i1 a touching one; the
style good.
Among books for pious reading, Flowei-s and Fruit, by C. Caddell, is
worth notice. It dwells on the use of trials and sorrows, and teaches how to
bear them bravely.
In former nurn bers of our magazine we have noticed the following
Catholic journals, so we merely add a list of them now, without comment :
-The Ave Maria, Catholic World, The Month, The Irish Monthly, Merry
England, The Catholic Fireside, Dublin Review, Messenger of the $. Hea1·t,
St. Andrew's Magazine.

®bi:tori:al

~ottf.i.

E have, as usual, had many kin<l and appreciative things said by indulgent critics
of the last issue of our magazine, which " an we would we could" detail in all
their honeyed sweetness, but we considerately refrain, not that we are deterred
by editorial modesty (a non-existent quality), but that we now feel so securely established
in the good graces of our friendly readers, as to deem it unnecessary to lay further words
of commendation before them. Suffice it then to say that our In Memoriam of the la.te
Superioress-General of the Institute of the Blessed Virgin Mary (imperfect and brief as
it was), has been so fortunate as to be well received in all the Houses of the order, who
welcomed it as a tribute of filial love from a far removed branch of loved Rathfarnham.
Our good fr.iends the Revs. Dr. Delaney and Father Phelan have helped us nobly
with pen and with purse; and the Rev. F ather Curley, though he has not sent us a
contribution for our columns, has done the next best thing in sending us a generous
donation to help us to defray the expense> of bringing out ltucalyptus Blossoms.
We have to thank the Rev. J. Gallagher for a suggestion, which we will gladly
adopt. He thinks that some "short, pithy, and popular " sketches of the lives of Irish
Saints would be useful and appropriate subjects for some of our contributors to under·
take. :Furthermore, he promises to begin the series with a notice of his favourite, Saint
Colnmba. We await this contribution with the utmost interest, and trust that among
our reverend friends there will be found willing exponents of the virtues of St. Patrick,
St. Brendan, St. Bridget, St. Kevin, and other friends and servants of God.
Our readers will note with pleasure among our latest contributors the name of Lady
Herbert of Lea. Surely the opportunity of becoming a colleague of this gifted lady
will rouse the literary aspirations of some of our indolent old girls, and induce them to
send us an occasional paper, to prove that they have not lust their interest in Loretto,
nor their skill in wielding the pen.
Not indeed that it is fair to charge the "old girls," either individually or as a body,
with forgetfulness of their school, or their school days, for, however long they may have
left us, or how far separated they may have become, the word Loretto has still a mag·
netic influence to draw them together. The latest instance of this esprit de corps was
the offering of a welcoming address and a purse containing £150, which a few old girls
had the pleasure of collecting and presenting to dear Rev. Mother on the occasion of
the foundation of the latest Loretto, Our Lady of the Angels, South Melbourne.
Already, this new house has become a centre to attract not only old pupils and friends,
but also many ex-pupils of other religious orders, who, far away from the convents
where they were taught in their early days to mould themselves on the great model of
Christian maidenhood, and privileged to call themselves Children of Mary, gladly ayaiJ
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themselves of the opportunity of joining the sodality which the Rev. Mother ha.s
established there for ladies in the world. This sodality, though still in its earliest infancy, is very vigorous and full of promise. We pray that God may bless it, and make
it productive of good, not only to those enrolled in it, but to all brought within their
influence.
Mary's Mount, whose motto would appear to be en avant, so eager is dear Rev.
Mother to keep her young people abreast with all the latest educational movement•,
now boasts among its environments a '' Sloyd" room. Lest this uneuphonious odd looking word should puzzle our readers, we must explain that it is taken from the Scandinavian word sli:ijd, signifying "cunning," "clever," "handy," and that the Sloyd
system of education aims at implanting a respect for work in general, even the coarser
forms of manual labour, and develupes activity, order, cleanliness, neatness, and
accuracy. Our " Sloyd " room already contains a printing press, which has turned ont
some exceedingly good work, a washing machine, a cooking range, where our Domestic
Economy Class prepare all kinds of deli cacies, a sewing machine, &c ; and in the near
future we are to have there a class for wood carving, and another for fine a.rt house
painting and decoration under the supervision of competent artists, or should we rather
say artizans?
The Ladies' Retreat was conducted this year by the Rev. P. Duffy, S.J., and was
largely attended. The Rev. Father led his exercitants in pursuit of the "pure, perfect,
a.nd permanent happiness" for which they were created, so persuasively, and gave each
one such good guidance and ad vice according to her needs, that the days of recollection
were felt by all to be truly days of mercy and benediction.
The Feast of our Lady of Loretto, December 10th, was, for the first time in Australia, celebrated in four different houseb this year. Even the baby foundation of a few
weeks had its fete at South Melbourne, the community and children singing the praises
of their Queen.
In conclusion, wt: cannot do better than unite our voices with them, and with the
children of Loretto all over the world, begging for ourselves and our readers the wa.tchflll care and protection of Mary Immaculate.
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" Queen of Loretto, Thy mercy show,
Smile on Thy children here below.
Humbly we ask a.id in our need,
Be to Thy childr•n a Mother indoed."

FEAST DAY GREETINGS TO OUR DEAR REV. MOTHER.
Until to-day we hoped, dearest Rev. Mother, that you would spend your feast with
us; but, as this cannot be, with all our hearts we wish you, dearest Mother, " a. happy,
happy feast, and many happy returns."
"Know st thou not, Mother, a. sweeter song
Than the softest notes of the feathered throng,
Is the child-like hymn of praise and prayer
Rising for thee through the wintry air ?
Around thy steps may the sunbeams glow,
The radiance, the peaceful and happy know ;
And Mary'• smile a token be
Of the heavenly least we implore for thee."
1

18th June, 1889.
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